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G PAPUSZA Papusza falls into depression. She keep telling everyone
that she did not write any poems. She does not want to walk on stage,
where the concert in her name is taking place. Eventually, Papusza walks
in, listens to the concert. An orchestra, choir and soloist play for her.
G FOTOrePOrTAż Cici is ashamed of begging and prefers to organise
puppet shows for children. In little time he becomes a children’s hit in
the centre of Lausanne.
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Roma are once again in the news. Recently, an anti-Roma profile appeared on
Facebook: “Say NO to the Roma in Andrychów” (Nie dla Romów w Andrychowie).
What is more, a Roma family was threatened and intimidated in Łódź and Roma
children had stones thrown at them while returning home from school in Zabrze while
their assailants shouted: “Go home, niggers! This is Poland!”. In the seemingly
multicultural and vibrant city of Wrocław, the case of the illegal Romanian Roma
camp in the city centre has not left the front pages but also left a bad taste in the
mouth. And who could not forget the case of the blonde Roma girl in Greece. Put
together these facts and we get a media picture of the European Roma who cannot 
– or perhaps do not want to – be a part of ‘normal’ society.
This is nothing new, of course. Common knowledge about Roma seems to be largely
negative and based on deep-rooted stereotypes. This, in turn, is often fuelled by the
media because these stereotypes are seemingly ‘normal’. 
Thankfully, many positive events are also taking place, largely thanks to the recent
rediscovery of Papusza. The long-awaited book by Angelika Kuźniak “Papusza” has
finally been published. The “Houses Like Silver Tents” Roma exhibition can be seen
at the Zachęta Art Gallery in Warsaw. The premier Polish culture and arts channel
“TVP Kultura” recently had a ‘Roma week’. “Papusza”, the film by directors Krauze
and Krauze, has already hit cinema screens. These events are allowing us to catch our
breath, redress the balance and attempt to build some sort of normality thanks to the
hard work of producers, artists and writers.
It is not easy but the first steps have already been taken. During a pre-première
screening of “Papusza” in Andrychów (of all places!) Roma and non-Roma citizens
sat next to each other in the movie theatre and watched the film about the Roma poet.
But did anything change in the relations between the two communities? Will anything
change in the future? Dancing and partying together during Roma music festivals
shows us that any intimacy during these events dissipates as soon as the music stops.
Maciej Gil, in his article about the “Papusza” film, illustrates the sad state of Roma
and non-Roma relations, which was apparent during the screening of “Papusza”
during the Karlovy Vary Film Festival. Despite directors Joanna Kos-Krauze and
Krzysztof Krauze being well-known film makers, there were many empty seats during
the screening. Some voices claim that the Roma issue is not a particularly popular
topic in the Czech Republic.
So is it worth going to see “Papusza”? Tadeusz Sobolewski’s article convinces us of
the film’s quality, beautiful framing techniques and extraordinary story. In her article,
Magda Umer writes about the film’s enchanting music penned by the genius of Jan
Kanty Pawluśkiewicz. Justyna Dąbrowska in her interview with Elżbieta Ficowska
gets her to reveal some of the secrets of her husband, the late, great Jerzy Ficowski,
the man who discovered Papusza.
I also recommend Tomasz Kizny’s article about another isolated community, the
Nenets of Vaygach Island. Magdalena Kicińska interviews Manuel Dębicki, who talks
about and praises the ambitious and alternative dimension to Roma music. 
Enjoy Dialog-Pheniben!

Joanna Talewicz-Kwiatkowska
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Voice of Light, Voice of Shadow

G I love it when Papusza talks about the best years of her life. “With delight,” she
says sensually raising her voice and drawing out the final syllable in a quietening
whisper. She is able to express all her emotions in three syllables and a delicate
modulation in her voice that evokes the past and touches the imagination.  She
charms, she enchants. She speaks fluidly and interestingly. She has a bright and
confident voice with a sing-song quality typical of eastern Poland. She emanates joy
and energy and there is a rhythm in the way she speaks. She uses words that sound
like the refrain of a song: her fiery ‘yeses’, because she is always right, and her
forgiving ‘dear mes’, because what she says is so obvious. ere is rebellion. When
she talks about injustice she accents each word with a tapping finger and then her fist
comes down on the table, lightly but emphatically.
I love that intonation, those rhythms, those refrains, her accenting, her melody, her
circumlocutions and her abbreviations. Music, no less.  Poetry. Genuine spoken
poetry. at was Papusza, Anno Domini 1959.
e words of Papusza in 1979 do not sail down on wings. She cuts short her
sentences, her breathing is short and she wheezes. Her energy and joy have
disappeared to be replaced by melancholy, disease, regret and grievance. She comes
alive when she speaks of the camp, her words light up when she mentions singing.
But only for a moment. en the voice of Papusza goes back into the shadows. 

Dariusz Fedor

ese are the nine most personal stories of Papusza transcribed from her interviews,
recorded on Polish National Radio in the years 1959-1979.

Bronisława
Wajs

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska

Papusza [pronounced Papoosha] – born Bronisława Wajs. She was a poet who
wrote in Romani. She heralded from the Polska Roma (Polish Roma) ethnic
group.  Jerzy Ficowski, the man who discovered the poetic talents of Papusza,
called this group the ‘Polish lowland Gypsies’ for the purposes of Gypsy Studies.
Her exact date of birth is unknown. Two dates are commonly used: 17 August
1908 and 10 May 1910. Her place of birth is also clouded in mystery with the
poet herself saying she was born in Lublin but also maintaining she was born in
Grodno. She was married off to harpist Dionizy Wajs at the age of 16. In 1950,
aer years of travelling with the Gypsy camp, she settled in Żagań, then Gorzów
Wielkopolski and finally in Inowrocław. She never
attended school but learnt to read and write Polish from
a Jewish shop assistant whom she paid with stolen
chickens.
She was first published in the culture weekly “Nowa Kultura” in 1951. From
1962, she was a member of the Polish Writers’ Union. She published three
volumes of poetry: “Pieśni Papuszy (Songs of Papusza) in 1956, “Pieśni
mówione” (Spoken Songs) in 1973 and posthumously “Lesie, ojcze mój” (Forest,
my father) in 1990. Her work has been translated into German, English, French,
Spanish, Swedish and Italian.
Papusza died in Inowrocław on 8 February 1987.

„Papusza”
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with my little heart. like a little girl, wild and Asian.
Sometimes my heart burns and I want to do it all but you have to keep your feet on the ground. at’s
the truth, isn’t it? But it’s hard to forget. you can’t just carve it out your heart as if it wasn’t there.

G3
Singing

...my song is a silent teardrop sometimes...
I liked what I liked, but I couldn’t sing. Now and again I sing in the house and he oen says: “What
are you singing? What are you singing? It doesn’t suit you. What are you, a child?” I’m singing a little
something and people look at me and think: Well, she’s a Gypsy, isn’t she? My song’s a silent teardrop
sometimes. At night I can’t sleep, that’s my song.
Now and again things are bad, now and again they’re good and you’re satisfied. Even though things
are sad, sometimes you have tears in your eyes, don’t you? But we try and cover it all up. e best
things are covered up, aren’t they? But I can’t do that, I really can’t. at’s why I’m not happy. I can’t
cover things up. I can’t live like that. at’s poor me. I’m too honest. Mummy taught me to be sly,
false but I know the truth: live a simple, normal life, talk about things as you see them, even to God
himself. 
Not everything in life is beautiful. Charming, lovely, beautiful. Only nature is beautiful. living life,
paradise, happy. In songs there’s something sentimental, there’s sadness, it’s tender and some inspi-
ration might creep in. And that’s how everything is. It’s the same with all of us. you have to accept it,
turn around and say: ‘that’s good, that’s good, that’s good’ to everything you see. you don’t have to
be sad, you don’t have to be. laugh. at’s life and health.

G4
Fortune-telling

...I go because I need to see the world...
Gypsies tell fortunes and things comes true! Believe it or not but now and again a woman comes up
and says to me: “it came true, the Gypsy woman was telling the truth”. ere’s something to it, you
know... It all comes from a tribe that came from the Pharaohs. e Pharaoh was a wise man, from
Egypt, a great man. He could tell fortunes and cast spells. Well, I can’t do that kind of thing right
now. I used to tell fortunes a lot. A lot. I still do from time to time. When I need to, I go. My husband
doesn’t let me, he says: “Don’t go, stay, don’t go”. I say: “No, I have to go, I have to move, wander
about”. I have to go because I have to see the world, I have to see the purple leaves, the colour of
wine, blue, gold, I have to see things. 
From time to time I go and tell fortunes. I went today. I brought back a few eggs. I walked around the
village. e village. I sometimes go to see people I know. And they really like me, respect me. Now
and again they say, “tell our fortune, Gypsy lady, tell us”. And then I go. Always when I need a penny
or two. I’ll go and wander about, thank people for being so nice. I go to their houses and that’s it. If I
can’t work in the fields what’s le for me?

G5
Writing

...I’m not a poet. I’m a Gypsy girl who was born under a bush, where the moon shines, 
where the fire burns far away...

8 DIALOG-PHENIBEN -  N° 11

G1
Childhood

...the wolves came; green eyes they had and they never bit me...
Papusza, doll, dolly. My mum would call me Dolly, in Gypsy, of course. I was so healthy! I was so
slim. at face of mine was so rosy, that hair was so long... I loved to dance, sing, I was so happy. And
everything was so good because I had my mummy, my daddy, my brothers, my sisters. I was a child
by the River Niemen. It was my palace, when it was windy, hiding us from the rain. e moon shone
and looked at us there.
e wolves came; green eyes they had and they never bit me. As God is my witness. Never. ey went
out to the dance and Papusza the child ran aer them and went into the forest. ere were two dogs
standing there. Big dogs. Were they dogs, were they wolves? I don’t know. Green-eyed they were.
Very green eyes flashed and I wanted to stroke them. But they didn’t even start. I said, “Mummy, two
big dogs were there, they were really close. ey were playing music in the village and I ran there”.
“My child, my child,” she couldn’t speak she was so scared. She says to her husband, to my daddy,
“you hear that! you hear what she’s saying? ere were wolves there. She’s got the luck, they didn’t
take her, they didn’t eat her. Mary, Mother of God!” she said that. I swear.
I don’t know who my daddy was. But they all said he’s Creamy. at’s what they called him. I don’t
know what it means. Creamy, I don’t know. He was oh so white, my daddy. And that’s all. 

G2
Wanderlust

...you can’t carve it out your heart...
I spent all my years in a Gypsy camp. My family, my brothers, my sisters didn’t steal. We only told
fortunes, played music and that was how we made a living. at’s how we got by. We didn’t own any
goods and all we had was a horsey, a cart, sometimes we took a penny or two so that we could get by,
to get by. at’s how we lived. To this day.
We went to the woods and we were raised in the woods, under that bush. Full of God, full of our own
happiness. And now we have a flat of our own, praise God. It’s just like making a nice house for a
small bird. But the small bird wants more. 
If I had a horse and cart today I wouldn’t ask for a nice flat but I’d leave for two or three days. I’d go
and sit under that tree again, I’d maybe eat once a day because it’s better there because I see the air,
the sky, I see everything. It’s so free and it’s all so beautiful.
Never, never will I forget the travelling. I’m so proud of my travels and my life. And please don’t say
that I’m crying about what’s gone and that I’m not happy. I’m very happy, very. I say that openly,

„Papusza”
the Doll, the Dolly
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I loved life’s pleasures. I threw money about as if it were leaves. I had beautiful fur coats, thick
carpets, a cart, a carriage, horses...
When my husband played the harp, I’d dance... We had shows and there was so much money! Oh,
the pleasures in life!
I walk in the mountains, in the forests and that’s why I can write those books. In the blink of an eye.
en my head hurts, it throbs and I’ve gone grey in the places where I’ve been thinking the hardest.
I’m making up for what I don’t know and that’s why I have to think so hard. I think and this is what
I think: that it’s not about having money, or having a fortune, it’s all about our country living happily
so that they respect us, so they don’t hurt us and that we can focus on being honest. I don’t long for
riches, money turns me off. I don’t want it, I just want to live a normal life.

G8
Loneliness

...I’ve had more tears than water in this house...
We travelled our whole lives. We were full of life and this happiness was in the forest, everyone in the
family liked each other, and other people as well, and that’s it. Today in our countries we’re the same
people and we’re looked aer, thank God, and we like everyone. But what really hurts me is to see
this world, those hollows, those holes that you can’t get out of and whole nations are dying in those
holes and getting no help. at kind of hurts me. Why does it hurt me? Because I really am a strange
little girl because I’m worried about everything. And that really isn’t good. I’m not happy. I’m hurt
when other people are hurt, when they cry. I can’t look. I’d happily get rid of this burden and give it
to someone else. But life has shown me that there are some moments that mean that I just don’t want
to carry on. And there’s nowhere to go, I’ve got no one to talk to. 
I’ve cried so much and I have no one to talk to. I’ve had more tears than water in this house. But I ha-
ven’t melted.
Now this book has thrown a curse on me. ey don’t like me. Even my own people and those who I
don’t know. ey don’t like me anymore. ey don’t like me in the families and I don’t know why.
ey don’t look at me right and I’m poor. I just want to treat people normally so that they remember
that there was once this Papusza somewhere in the world.

G9
Death

...I’ve got no air here...
Sick... Afraid of something... I’ll write something more again one day. I really will! But it’ll be
something nice... Big... But not now... When I take a breather... When I’m healthy... I want to leave
the flat... ey say if you live in a place where your husband died you see death... How he died...? It
was not good... And now it’s just me and my son... And that daughter-in-law... ose kids... Apart
from that, I don’t have anyone... I don’t have anyone in Gorzów... It’s very sad... But what can I do?
I’ve got no air here... you grow up in the forest... Take a squirrel or a bird to the city... ey lose eve-
rything, they have nothing... you miss the forest like a wolf misses the forest... And the squirrel? e
squirrel has its hopes and dreams, its delusions...

Bronisława “Papusza” Wajs speaks. Taken from the archive of Polish National Radio
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I’m being honest. I don’t know what a poem thing is, I don’t. What I do know is that it’s beautiful if
someone reads it. Sometimes, you have a moment, something dreamy. you dream about forests, mo-
untains and then it’s all forgotten. I live a separate life really, outside God’s creation... you remember
the things you’ve heard from people. your things come and go, they return...
I’d wake up in the morning, I’d look at the sky and I always saw something there. I’d see the moon
shining, see how the stars look down on us, how they flutter and twinkle just like the heart of a young
girl, like her disappointed eyes. ere’s something beautiful there, something childlike. When I saw
the water glistening or the frogs croaking, I needed to catch it. I’d write something down, but I didn’t
know how to do it. you know, I knew the alphabet but I didn’t go to school. I didn’t write for
someone else, I wrote for myself! I just wrote.
If I had some learning I’d be able to learn a bit more and be a great person. But I’m so embarrassed to
show people my little poems! ey’re so childish...
I’m not a poet. I’m a Gypsy girl who was born under a bush, where the moon shines, where the fire
burns far away, where there are castanets, where the Gypsy girls dance. At night. By the fire. I’m no
poet. I write things, I write. I don’t know what happened before.

G6
Poland

...How could she say that to a Polish girl?! A Polish girl who grew up in the Mazury hills!...
I go to a fruit and veg shop, I’m in the queue... We’re in the queue together because that’s fair, isn’t it?
Everyone stands in the queue, buys something, and then goes home, yes? But those ladies, they go,
push in, buy what they want, but you and I stand there and we have to wait! Why is it like that? If
there’s a queue, there’s a queue for everyone: Gypsy, Jew, German, whoever. Buy what you need and
go, yes? I saw her push in and I said: “at’s not nice, what you’re doing there, not nice at all”. No one
has the right to push in right in front of your nose. One of these ladies, clever she was. I’m not
insulting her or anything because more oen than not I’m a 100% more stupid then she is, maybe
she’s clever, she studied so why does she say: “you, Gypsy woman, go back to your own country and
give orders there”. And I was so angry that I’d have preferred it if she had slapped me! How could she
say that to a Polish girl?! A Polish girl who grew up in the Mazury hills! In Poland! A real Polish girl!
Not outside of Poland but here! I say, “Where is my country, then? I was born in my Poland, I was
born in my homeland and you think you have the right to tell me to leave my home?” Where is my
country? It’s not a complaint, it’s not music, you can’t choose it. e truth about your country is that
it sings in your heart. ey treat our country like they treat dogs, but I look aer dogs. I’d never harm
a dog. Or a cat. ey’re the ones who are hurting us!

G7
Pleasures

...fantasy is something that belongs to women...
ere’s life and there’s life. And there’s a big difference. If a person’s satisfied in life then he can have
a little fantasy. And fantasy is something that belongs to women. you get fantasies and love from life,
and mistakes and everything. But I don’t worry about it. It’s all in praise of God. I have a son and a
husband and I let it all go. let the will of God be done.
I don’t steal. I’d like to but I just can’t. I’ve never been able to. ey gave me everything. I told
fortunes myself.
I read people’s fortunes from their faces, from their heads...
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Where is my skirt
with all the world’s flowers
(kaj sy miri podźi)

lord, where is my skirt, 
of red and white , 
with all the world’s flowers?
Who was it that ripped it to shreds?
Where is it, tell me?
God, it was pretty, 
how could I forget it?

My white, red and green woods, 
my black nights, 
midnights
do not remember,
and do not know
if a village girl,
or Gypsy girl
has my skirt
and laughs and sings!

God, how I sewed!
Dear God, how I planned!
Faraway  in the hills, in the valleys I stop,
looking here, looking there:
where is my skirt
of red, white and black
with all the world’s flowers?

I cry out: what happened?
Did you want to lose my skirt?
It’s there, it still is,
But so very old.
long ago, when I was sewing my skirt,
it fell out my hands,
I was so very tired.
But I awoke again and I tell you, lord,
I will find it again.

1970

12 DIALOG-PHENIBEN -  N° 11

I come to you
(me jawjom ki tume)

I did not come to ask for food.
I come for you to believe in me.
I did not come to ask for wealth.
I come so you can give it all away.
I come to you from ragged tents.
which the wind has torn and taken our water.
I ask you all, the old people too,
the smallest children and beautiful girls,
please build houses as silver as tents
that glisten in the woods, cold-white with rime.
I did not come to ask for wealth.
I come for you to take me in, 
and not let the black night
take our broad daylight..

1953

„Papusza”

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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Grodno was a few kilometres from the camp. Walking, of course.
In the 1920s Grodno was already quite a large city. It had around 60,000 inhabitants (60% were Polish,
37% were Jewish and 3% were Belarusians). ey had telephone, electricity (from 1912), an iron bridge
(1909), several schools and a theatre. e Orthodox Church dated from the twelh century, there was
a parish church, two castles and a synagogue.
It is crowded at the market. ere are people shouting, encouraging, enticing. People try to sell anything
they can. ey sell Virgin Marys and Jesuses with the Apostles, sunflower seeds, bunion cream, bits of
wood, boot polish, pots and pans, whetstones and candles. you can buy bast shoes, potato baskets and
chairs at the market and you can even have your tooth pulled while you wait (there are photos in the ar-
chives that attest to this). Somebody tells stories about bandits,  brigands, dragons and naughty children
whose mothers have thrown them out. Gypsy women read people’s fortunes from cards or from their
palms. ey tell people what will happen tomorrow, in ten years time’ or in a hundred years from now.
ey see the future, the good deeds and the bad. ey make the sign of the cross on the palms of their
client’s hands with coins they have just received from them. ey say, “Only God know the whole
truth, Gypsies only know what’s in the cards”.
Papusza is quick and slick and her pockets are soon full. Apples, potatoes, tobacco. Her slight figure lets
her go unnoticed but, thankfully, it also keeps her from getting beaten by her stepfather when she
returns to camp.
She twists around the market stalls and bends down to talk to every mangy dog she sees on her way.
ere is a dancing bear in the middle of the market. Bears were banned from entering towns at the end
of the nineteenth century so seeing one now is a rare occasion indeed. e academy at Smorgonie (now
Smarhon’) where they trained the bears is now closed. (At the academy a Gypsy would lead a bear cub
into a room with a red-hot ceramic floor. As he started to play his fiddle the bear cub would jump up
onto his gaiter-clad hind paws to stop his bare front paws being scorched and burnt.)
Papusza had already heard that you could learn letters in school. She spotted a group of children with
some books that day so she ran up to them 
“ey tried chasing me away. ey said I was a thief, I was the plague. Not everyone is noble. And you
can’t escape from what you hear and what you see. It goes in your ears and eyes on its own. What could
I do but suffer humbly”.
She stood under the school windows for half a day.
“When the children came out, I got the courage up to ask them to show me some letters.”
ey agreed but not for free..

GGG

Papusza was taught to steal by her mother.
It was simple. “A handful of seeds, maybe breadcrumbs were thrown onto the ground with her le
hand and the chickens came to eat. When they got close and were busy eating, the Gypsy woman
twisted the neck of the nearest chicken with her right hand as quick as a flash. She grabbed the chicken
from the top and then pressed it to the ground. e throttled bird was then thrown into a hiding place
which had already been prepared beforehand.  e criminal then moved onto the next bird as the
chickens didn’t notice anything as they were still busy eating. likewise, the criminal was taken and
caught by complete surprise,” according to the public prosecutor’s report of 1964.
Papusza was four years old when she twisted a chicken’s neck. “I wrapped myself a bundle, I stole my
mother’s cards and walked for four kilometres and then I got lost. A farmer found me, put me on his
cart and took me to the village. I saw lots of chickens pecking away in his yard. I grabbed one of them,
wrapped it in a piece of cloth and choked it to death”.
“e world is a simple place,” explains Papusza, “What grows in the fields was sown by God; what pecks
and clucks grows by the will of God for all of us. God made lots of chickens, enough even for the Gypsies”.

apusza will never forget the day she began learning to read. She talks about it
and smiles (so much so that you can clearly hear the smile in her voice in the old
radio recording).

Her mother always woke her up at sunrise. little Papusza would get up, leave her
tent and straighten her crumpled skirt. 
She doesn’t remember if her mother did her pigtails that day and smoothed down
the hair on her head. ere was little tenderness. As Papusza herself says, “Her life
was too hard to cuddle me as I was the oldest”. But she does remember her mother
repeating: “you can’t waste an opportunity. A Gypsy girl is not allowed to come
back to camp empty-handed. She lectured Papusza saying, “you need to be sly and
false”.
Papusza put an apron on her skirt. She sewed it herself with a simple stitch. Two
empty ‘cutpurse pockets’ hung down attached to the apron with string. is was to
keep things protected, to keep the loot from the skirt. A woman is unclean from the
waist down and anything that even touches the skirt is deemed unclean. Even though
the taboo did not affect Papusza yet (she was only ten, perhaps twelve at the time), it
was always better to protect yourself.
Old people and children stayed in the camp. And the men. ey said that God
created men on Sunday with hands of different lengths. All you have to do is stretch
out your hands to the le and you will see that the right hand only reaches the elbow
of the le hand. It is obvious that no one with hands like can work.
at meant that making ends meet depended on the cra and guile of Gypsy wo-
men.
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Song
(gilori)

Aer many years, 
maybe soon, maybe sooner,
your hands will find my song.
Where did it come from?
In a day or in a dream?
And you will remember and think of
me,
was it all a tale
or was it for real?
And then my songs 
and everything
will pass away and be forgotten.

1952

„Papusza”
Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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One chicken, one lesson.
Papusza waited for the children aer school. ey would draw letters in the
sand with a stick or on a dirty piece of newspaper with a charcoaled bit of
wood. “A, B, C  and all the other letters. Just like in those basic school bo-
oks”.
is went on for several days until the children got bored.
Papusza then remembered there was a shop near the market where she would
sometimes buy sweets. It was a dark, long shop with lots of lights at the en-
trance. Behind the counter stood a shop assistant, a Jewess. 
“I took a newspaper with me and asked if she could show me how to read.
She told me to bring her a nice, fat chicken for the Sabbath and buy a school
reading book”.
e lessons were short and always took place aer the shop had closed.
Papusza’s mother was not happy when she found out. She said, “ose book
are good for nothing, you’ll poison your brain with them. at’s where all
the stupidity comes from”.
My stepfather beat me.
“e Gypsies in the camp spat on me. ey pointed their fingers at me and
laughed: ‘Well, well, who’s going to be a teacher?! What do you need all that
learning for?’ ey ripped the pages out of my reading book page by page
and threw them in the fire. ey didn’t understand that you have to do things
for yourself to get by. And now I have my own signature. I don’t sign my
name with an ‘X’. I’m proud that a stupid Gypsy girl like me can read. I went
into the forest and cried and then I did my own thing again”.
She was a quick learner.
“I learnt how to do it in a few weeks. e Jewish shop assistant kissed me be-
cause I was that quick. (Papusza smiles again). I was good at reading, but not
at writing because I didn’t write much and I didn’t know if it would come in
useful in the future. And then I was fourteen and my stepfather took me on
the River Niemen. He played in the Dyźka orchestra, he had a fiddle and a
double bass. We sailed on a river boat. I began telling people’s fortunes. I was
reading a book, I can’t remember the title, and an elegant lady came up to
me and said, ‘A Gypsy girl that can read? Very nice!’
I laughed like a child and had tears in my eyes. She asked me lots of questions
and I answered. She then kissed me and walked away. I was so proud and so
I kept on reading. I read so much that my eyes hurt. I read good books, bad
books. I had no idea what I should read”.
She signed up to the library.
“In Mikulince near Przeworsk I borrowed a book but it wasn’t very nice, it
was for children, fairy stories and I didn’t want to go anymore but a woman
who I had gone to see advised me to take out Hrabina Cosel (e Countess
Cosel), Pan Tadeusz (Sir addeus, Poland’s national epic poem) and e
Bread Peddler. 

I borrowed and read lots of books from the people I told fortunes to: Tarzan
of the Apes, e Bondman (by Hall Caine), and Piękna Siostra (Beautiful
Sister by Witold Gutowski). But my favourite were stories about knights and
stories of true love.

Angelika Kuźniak 
The author of “Marlene”
(Czarne Publishing, 2009)
and “Papusza” 
(Czarne Publishing, 2013)
and co-author of two pieces
in Włodzimierz Nowak’s
“Obwód Głowy”
(Circumference of the Head),
nominated for the Polish
NIKE Literary Prize in 2008.
She received three 
Grand Press awards 
and has been nominated 
for a Polish-German
Journalist Award 
on numerous occasions. 
In 2010, she won 
the Barbara Łopieńska
Award for her interview 
with Herta Müller.
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From the left: Papusza, 
Dionizy Wajs, 
Papusza’s husband, 
and Edward Czarnecki
Photograph courtesy of the Polish
National Digital Archive/the private
collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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Gypsy Song 
from the head of Papusza
(gili romani Papuszakre szerestyr
utchody)

In the woods I grew like a golden bush,
in a Gypsy tent I entered the world,
like a small, wild mushroom.
I love fire like I love my own heart.
Gales and winds
rocked the baby Gypsy
into the big, wide world.

e rains washed the tears away, 
the golden sun, my Gypsy father,
gently warmed me up 
and sweetly bronzed my heart.

I did not draw strength from the source of blue,
only rinsed my eyes...
e bear roams the woods
like a silver moon,
the wolf fears fire,
does not bite Gypsies.

e Gypsy girl wanders long round the woods,
a Gypsy horse neighs,
wakes the strangers,
brings joy to Gypsy hearts.
A squirrel on a Gypsy hut
nibbles on a nut.

How lovely life is,
to hear it all!
How lovely it is
to see it all!

How lovely it is
to pick  sweet berries
like Gypsy teardrops!
How lovely it is,
at Easter to hear birdsong!

How lovely it is beside a tent,
when a girl sings a song,
a fire rages strong!
How lovely it is, to hear from afar
Easter songbirds sing,
babbling babies, and dancing and singing

boys and girls.

How lovely it is,
to walk riverwards at night
catch cold fish with 
cold wet hands!

How lovely it is to pick mushrooms wild,
carry love, 
and bake spuds in the fire...
e Gypsy horse waits on the grass,
and the cart is ready for the road...

How lovely are the nights without sleep,
to listen to the frogs in chorus!
In the sky the Seven Sisters,
and the Gypsy Hunter
help the Gypsies tell fortunes for all,
and our silver moon, 
the father of our Indian forefathers,
brings us light,
and looks in the tent to peek at our children,
gives light and helps a Gypsy mum,
to change the nappy of her baby son. 

How lovely it is to look at the sky,
And collect all the shades of blue in your heart!
How lovely it is,
for dark eyes to kiss a dark-skinned face!

How lovely it is when the wood murmurs
and he sings me his song.
How lovely it is when the rivers away,
and brings joy to my heart.
How lovely it is to gaze into river depths 
and open up your heart.

No one understands me, 
like the woods and the waters understand me.
What I tell you now,
everything and all disappeared an age ago
and everything and all has taken it all
and all my younger years.

1950/1951„Papusza”Papusza and Karol Siwak.
Photograph courtesy of the Polish
National Digital Archive/the private
collection of Elżbieta Ficowska



„Papusza”
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Papusza with her family: Papusza’s
husband, Dionizy Wajs is sitting 
on the left.
Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital
Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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of our culture. I think if Papusza had lived today
she would have been one of them. 

Roman Kwiatkowski, 
Chairman of the Roma People
Association in Poland
Szero Rom (head of the Polish Roma) asked if there
were any witnesses? ere were no witnesses
Today, Papusza would have been a role model, so-
meone like Edward Dębicki. 
Papusza was not cursed and thrown out. I think
the hearsay about her been forced out was simply
untrue, there were rumours, nothing more. She
had an audience with Szero Rom (head of the Po-
lish Roma) who asked if there were any witnesses?
He was told that there were no witnesses only some
Gadjo ‘papers’, as he called them, which were of
no worth at all. He dismissed the case against Pa-
pusza.
But the rumours had a life of their own.
Papusza was very sensitive and very forthright.
And she was innocent and always had good inten-
tions. At least, that’s my opinion.
I read Angelika Kuźniak’s “Papusza” as a Roma
and I found it very moving. I remember the camp
and thanks to the book I returned to the memories
of my childhood. My heartfelt congratulations to
the author on her book, even though it describes
Roma culture from a non-Roma perspective. We
deplore domestic violence in our culture. Of course,
you might have an isolated case of a Roma man
beating a woman but this is not the norm. It would
be like me saying that all Polish men beat their
women because I once saw a Polish man beating
his wife.
Nowadays I wonder whether we have Papusza to
thank for the fact that our settling in Poland was
so peaceful, compared to other countries. No one
ever threw us in prison like that did in Hungary,
for example.
Papusza suffered in her lifetime but perhaps there
always has to be a victim for others to be able to
live better. She took a great step forward for all of
us and did not consider what the repercussions
might be. I do not think Ficowski actually really
understood romanipen but he never wanted to
harm Papusza, that’s certain.
When I was a child, I heard the rumours about
Papusza, people talked about her in the camp. I
remember people saying that she betrayed the Ro-

mani language but to understand all of this you
really had to live in those times. e Roma were
trying to pick themselves up aer the dramatic los-
ses of WWII. ey were afraid for their future.
People whispered that the state was going to open
up special camps for them. Papusza was exonerated
in the end, thanks to Ficowski. He was an extremely
intelligent person. 
I think that the young generation would have been
extremely proud of their poet Papusza had she
lived today.  
AD VOCEM

Angelika Kuźniak, 
author of “Papusza” 
I judge no one
When I was writing the book I thought it would
be a story for a small readership. A story about a
Gypsy poet who became very ill towards the end
of her life. It seems, however, that the book can be
read in various ways. Some people interpret it as a
story about disillusioned love, others focus on the
harrowing events that took place in Wołyń, the
place where the Wajs camp was hiding during
WWII. Others will see hope in the wonderful coe-
xistence of Poles and Gypsies before the war. ere
will also be those who will feel unfulfilled by the
book and want to read more about Gypsies.
Some Roma have come to see me but it doesn’t
happen oen. I get moving letters from Gypsy wo-
men who completely understand what happened
to Papusza and are very proud of her. ey thank
me for not judging anyone in the book and sho-
wing both sides of the story. ere are those, ho-
wever, who say that what I wrote about Papusza is
untrue. But I give Papusza her own voice in the
book taking advantage primarily of what she wrote
in her diary, her letters to Julian Tuwin and Jerzy
Ficowski amongst others as well as her radio and
press interviews.
What more reliable sources could I have used?
e world I write about no longer exists. e people
who knew Papusza before the war are no longer
with us but I did speak to the people she knew
aer the war. My preparation for the book amo-
unted to over 500 pages of notes, hundreds of press
articles, dozens of interviews and hours of recor-
dings. I included a detailed bibliography at the end
of “Papusza” where I give all my sources including
two books written by Edward Dębicki.

Interviews by Justyna Pobiedzińska
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„Papusza”
cursed?

What do Polish Roma circles think of Papusza today? 
Did the poet genuinely betray her people? 
Was she really cursed? Does Angelika Kuźniak’s book
about Papusza dispel all the doubts we have about her? 
Edward Dębicki, 
musician, composer 
You should drink water from the source, 
then it is clean
Papusza would have been accepted as she was back
then, but perhaps more so. I am sure she would
have been even more popular and would have
known even more people, but she was popular and
well respected then. It’s not true that she was cursed.
Everybody in our camp respected her.
Our problem today is not a loosening of morals,
but that many people pretend to be Gypsies who
are not. ey do us a great disservice and harm by
the things they make up and the untruths they
spread. I’m an old man now and I have to defend
all our dos and don’ts, otherwise we will lose our-
selves.
you should drink water from the source, then you
know it is clean. e further down the water flows,
the dirtier it gets. It’s the same with us. If someone
had come to me, to the source, to ask about Papu-
sza, they would have got the truth. But if you have
people talking about Papusza who never actually
saw her with their own two eyes then you are going
to get mistakes. For example, Karol Parno Gierliń-
ski, who is not even a proper Gypsy, talks about
Papusza in Angelika Kuźniak’s book.
We have to defend ourselves against these incon-
sistencies and lies. at is why I have decided to
write a book about Papusza. She was my aunt and
I spent a great deal of time with her in the camp. I
already have a title: “Papusza. True Story”. I feel

like someone has trodden on my toes and I have
to do something about it. ere are some events in
Kuźniak’s “Papusza” which leave me speechless.
Who ever heard of my uncle Dyźko beating aunt
Papusza with a stick?! Or kissing her feet? Or being
a drunkard?
Papusza was a good artist, but she was also known
for being a compulsive liar and was well known
for it in our camp. e family were aggrieved at
her for ‘colouring’ the truth. But you will be able to
read about it in my book. 

Karolina Kwiatkowska-
-Stankiewicz 
I pity her for her naïvety
What Papusza did, that is write poetry, was unheard
of among the Roma at that time. Roma self-aware-
ness has moved on since then and we now know
and understand so much more, we are now helping
to build the world around us through various in-
stitutions and numerous social programmes that
help the Roma.
Papusza was naïve in her goodness. She did not
have any bad intentions, she only wanted to show
people what she was feeling. I pity her for her
naïvety.
Today, there are lots of poets among us: Izolda
Kwiek, Edward Dębicki, Karol Parno Gierliński.
And they are all published. ey are able to write
and it’s normal. Everyone understands that through
their work we are able to see the richness and beauty
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Never again will I roam
where Gypsies once made their home
(me na dźawa pre do droma,
karik tradenys charga Roma)

So you wanted to get to know my life,
true tales about the Gypsy life?
I know you will not believe me,
but, please, listen to me and my song
and know that not even a word is wrong.

I sing like a mother crying with her children.
No more will I go to the black woods, 
believe me, I would rather die, 
than wander where the Gypsies wandered.
ose roads are cursed!
Poor Gypsy babies grew up there.
I will not tell you where I roamed.
I have become a little wiser
In my older years.

Never again will I roam
where in the dark night Gypsies made their
home.
Children listened out, straining their ears, for
them they were 
the singing night birds of the dead.

Roads, roads, routes!
Black, twisted roots!
It is hard to describe,
what it is like to live under the sky
like the Gypsies in the woods.
I hope the old roads that took us everywhere
disappear and go, 
the way the winds would blow.

North, south, east and west, everywhere in the
wilderness
there is nothing, only a dried leaf,
and the fear that the children will freeze.
So how can I walk those ways,
the roads the Gypsies roamed?

Our life was strange, you know.
But the Gypsy would never swap his life for
another.
So many years they lived
in the black woods,
taking the roads and routes around the world,
black horses, grey horses clop to the sound

of our songs on the stones underneath their
hooves.
Our barefoot children le footprints behind.
And though they were bitten by poverty,
they were happier than ever,
like birds in the leaves
under the green-tinted sunshine of May.
Oh, for the life of wandering, the life of
roaming!
A caravan rolls past with Gypsies roaming!
e wheels of the caravans are rattling and
creaking, 
dogs are barking, the horses in the woods are
nickering,
and the wind carries the sounds of the woods.
People lock their houses, peep out from doors
ajar,
they run us out as they hear us coming from
afar.
Our children ask and beg the villagers for
bread,
it looks like they are better off dead.
Moving, moving, is our rule of thumb
and hope that we might find a morsel or
crumb.

If only God could give us a pitch black night, 
so I could fill a pot and cook it right.
Please God, do not let it rain
so I can use my ragged tent again.
We have no drinking water and no warm
bread,
only the wind and the rain keeps us fed.

ere is no road, 
a poor Gypsy will not tread,
whether down to the le, or up to the right,
to avoid the stares of strangers.
at is how the Gypsies lived.
But cursed are those roads!
I will never go down those roads!
Even though I love woods and woodland song,
and everything that lives and grows.

1952

„Papusza”

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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❝
❞

A Man 
of Variety

G He was a poet and researcher 
of other cultures, he painted 

and had a beautiful singing voice
G He was also the man 

who discovered Papusza 
G Who was Jerzy Ficowski?

Justyna Dąbrowska talks to 
Elżbieta Ficowska, the poet’s wife.

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska

„Papusza”
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of the fact that the Gypsies didn’t have a written history of their own and if he didn’t re-
member and write down the atrocities of the war, then it would die with him.

Because no one would do it for him?
Exactly. In fact, the things that he wrote about in his book “Gypsies on the Roads of
Poland” were unique. But there are two sides to every story. On the one hand, everything
that Jerzy wrote will be remembered for ever, but on the other hand, there are some
Gypsies who would happily cut Ficowski’s throat for writing everything down. ere are
probably more people now who are grateful for what he did although there was a lot of re-
sentment to begin with. Culture and morals change so quickly nowadays and if we didn’t
write things down they would be lost forever. Now they have it recorded for generations
to come.

Between 1948 and 1951 Jerzy Ficowski wandered around Poland with Gypsies. He es-
caped to a Gypsy camp to get away from the communist security services who tried to
recruit him. ey made his life a misery. He wrote: “I was given a tent, duvet, pillow
and I spent my time writing about the Wołyń massacre. at is I how met the Gypsies.
at is how the great friendship began, and the animosity”.(3)
e book was the conclusion of those writings. He stayed with them, observed them,
wrote things down and drew his conclusions. ere are different kinds of researchers.
Some need to plough through shelves of books, then digest and mull over what they have
read in order to write a book. Meanwhile Jerzy had to experience everything firsthand. He
had to go inside a culture, see it and feel everything for himself.

Did he talk about the price he paid? I tried to imagine his life with the Gypsies, in their
community. He said he was a loner, aer all. How did he manage to live with them and
be with them uninterrupted all the time?
He was so young then! (laughter) He was so enchanted and fascinated by their otherness...

He was in love, wasn’t he?
Of course he was. When Jerzy became involved in something, he did it completely. Just
like the writer Bruno Schulz. His research was always careful and meticulous like collecting
breadcrumbs to make a pyramid.

Jerzy Ficowski was the first person to do research on the massacre of the Gypsies. He
wrote: “Aer the war, I decided to collect information about the Holocaust. I knew they
would not do it themselves because of all their internal conflicts, their fragmented nature
and their aversion to looking back. I wrote letters to newspapers asking people to contact
me if they had witnessed the murder of Gypsies”.(4)
at’s right. No one talked about the murder of the Gypsies during the Holocaust. People
talked and wrote about the Jewish Holocaust; the Jewish people are of course the People of
the Book with a great written history. e Gypsies, meanwhile, did not keep written
histories so Jerzy wrote for them and argued with those people who claimed the Holocaust
did not affect the Gypsies. e Holocaust did affect the Gypsies just as much as it affected
the Jews. e Gypsies died for being Gypsies in the same way that the Jews died for being
Jewish. No other nations were persecuted like this.

I was most impressed with the testimony of one of the witnesses of the Holocaust and
the feelings of guilt...
“I have not managed to save a single life, I have not been able to stop one bullet, so I
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“My life is like the bushes in my grandfather’s garden”.(1) I really liked that
comparison. It was so tangible, so symbolic. It makes me think of a wild rose
bush which has had exquisite varieties graed on to it. A well-rooted and
strong, wild bush with an explosion of colourful roses. It really is a beautiful
metaphor. What does it mean to you?
Everything. Jerzy was a man who had a variety of interests and passions. On the
surface they seemed completely different but they were very compatible. He was
fascinated by insects, moths, butterflies but also painting, poetry and singing.
Few people know that Jerzy had an amazing and powerdul voice for someone so
slight.

Did he sing at home?
He sang beautifully, almost like the opera singer Ładysz. He had an incredibly
strong voice. He said that when he started singing during a school play, people
would stop and stare. His mother wanted him to become a musician because he
had perfect pitch. Music certainly was one of his great passions but it was not the
only one. He was such a beautiful painter. Here’s one of his pictures, one of
many. He wrote, he was a poet and a researcher of other cultures.

I get the impression that the common denominator in all his passions was
sensitivity and empathy...
yes, he once told me that if he hadn’t been such a frail and sickly child and
would have spent all his time outside kicking a ball he would probably have
never become interested in all those things. While his friends played football, he
spent his time on the grass with his butterfly net looking at beetles.

Looking at people as well! He spent his time talking to young Gypsies who
oen sang to him for a penny or two.
He was already interested in Gypsies before the war. He was fascinated by their
otherness, because he was an ‘other’ also.

I recall that much-quoted story of Jerzy Ficowski standing in a Warsaw street
during the war in 1940 in front of a Nazi poster which called on people to im-
mediately hand over Gypsies. Jerzy Ficowski stands there reading, taking
notes for posterity but is unable to finish as a policeman approaches and he
has to run away. He was sixteen at the time. Aer the war he manages to find
the poster in a antique shop and buy it.
at was so typical of Jerzy. He gave in to all his fascinations but he was in it for
the long term. Unlike me, for example. I start off thinking I can move mountains
but as time goes by I give up. Jerzy was completely loyal to his passions, some to
the end of his life. Gypsies, for example. It was something more than mere fasci-
nation for their otherness. He was genuinely concerned for them. Above all, he
was interested in Gypsies because they have always been persecuted, they have
forever been worse off. It was this that he rebelled against.

He was famous for saying: “I am he who is beaten”.(2)
yes. When he was asked whether he’s a Gypsy or Jew, he said: “If they beat Jews,
I’m a Jew; if they beat Gypsies, I’m a Gypsy”. To this day, many people are con-
vinced he’s Jewish, others think he’s a Gypsy. It didn’t matter either way to him.
If you think about the Nazi poster he saw during the war, he was acutely aware

„Cyganie 
na polskich drogach”
(Gypsies on Polish 
roads)
by Jerzy Ficowski
Published by Nisza, 2013

„Demony cudzego strachu”
(Demons of a 
Foreign Fear)
by Jerzy Ficowski
Published by Nisza, 2013
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confessed everything”. I told them that she was not the traitor but they did not believe
me. Papusza was oversensitive and prone to break down easily. Her oversensitivity was
her weakness but it was also her strength, the fountain from which her poetry flowed.(7)
Papusza already had problems long before she met Jerzy, long before that point.

She was fragile?
She was very fragile. Had she been strong she wouldn’t have written poetry. No other
Gypsy woman wrote poetry. But as we know, that doesn’t only apply to Gypsies but to
artists in general. No well-balanced person becomes an artist.

Was Jerzy Ficowski well-balanced?
Being an artist is always recompense for a deficiency of some kind. As Jerzy said himself,
he was weak, frail and sickly so became interested in poetry. I think that if someone is
fulfilled then they won’t be oversensitive, they won’t write poetry and they won’t paint.
Why would they?

How did he react to Papusza’s breakdown and her time in hospital?
He saw that she was in pain and that was so hard for him. He was so sorry for her, he
worried about her. But let’s not forget that she also had good moments. I went with him
once to visit Papusza in Gorzów. She was surrounded by Gypsies in her flat and in fine
form, then.
But something unpleasant took place at around the same time. Andrzej Mirga, a Gypsy
scholar, and a Gypsy himself, took us to see an American film director Greg Kowalski who
was doing a film about Papusza. Jerzy confided in him. It later turned out that Kowalski’s
film, “e Story of a Gypsy”, painted a very different picture of Jerzy, as the person who
brought misfortune on Papusza and on the Gypsies of Poland.

What did Jerzy Ficowski think about the fact that the song “Jadą wozy kolorowe” (Here
Come the Colourful Caravans) was a hit?
at reminds me of a story. A journalist once asked Papusza: “When you sit down to write
poetry what do you feel when the inspiration comes? What’s it like?” She sat there thinking
and mulling it over and finally said, “you know, when I see money, I get inspired”.
Now to the song... It was the late seventies. We didn’t have any money at all and Jerzy
started to write songs. He wrote them but did absolutely nothing with them because he
hated doing it. He said that he wrote the songs with a different pen and would snap it in
half and throw it away when he finished and then go back to his ‘real’ work. He wrote lots
of songs, which were actually very beautiful and poetic, put them in a briefcase, gave them
to me and said, “ere you go. Do what you want with them now”. I walked around with
that briefcase trying to sell those songs. I met Stefan Rembowski in the end and I remember
the meeting very well. He wrote the music to the song but he had no one to sing it. ey
eventually convinced the famous Polish singer Maryla Rodowicz to sing it and it became
an incredible success. And we started to make money. I remember Rembowski saying,
“Jerzy, if only we had signed a royalties agreement with the Soviet songwriter’s guild, we’d
be driving white Mercedes now”. It was a massive hit in the USSR.

So those “Colourful Caravans” helped you ride along?
It helped us make ends meet and in the end we were able to finish building our house in
the woods.

But then hard times struck again when Jerzy Ficowski became involved in the democratic
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wander the cemeteries that are not there looking for words that do not exist
running to help those who no longer call for belated help wanting to make it in
time even though it the time has passed”.(5) 
He fought with a tremendous sense of guilt. He carried it with him all the time.
Aer all, it took him many, many years to write “A Reading of Ashes”. He didn’t
just sit down one day and write the whole thing. It tormented him his whole life.
It was the same with the Roma Holocaust. 

Not all witnesses are like that.
yes, I know. Not everyone is the same. you have to remember that we have ac-
counts from many Jews who survived the Holocaust. Not everyone is the same.

Why did he feel so responsible for everyone?
He wrote: “War is nothingness that sucks in everything with fire and flame.
My unspeakable command is to not let it get the better of us all. If I am able to
resurrect anything of the things that are dear to me, I’ll be happy. I wholly
negate the omnivorous nature of the power of destruction. e most horrendous
experience of my life was the Jewish Holocaust in Poland. Being a witness, who
may not even be present during the experience, still obliges us to act. You cannot
just swallow it all and walk on. You cannot”.(6)
at’s exactly how he felt. As simple as that, even though we know full well that
he couldn’t stop any of the bullets...

at must have been a great burden. You sometimes have to give yourself the
right to not remember. Otherwise, it must be so difficult to live every day...
Let’s return to the Gypsies. Nowadays, we talk a lot about multicultural dia-
logue, you can even take degrees in it, but Jerzy Ficowski was a real forerunner
of this kind of dialogue, dialogue that crosses borders, cultures and religions.
He had a dream that in our house in the woods he would one day build a chapel
dedicated to all religions. He dreamt of harmony that would allow all of us to be
together. I was reminded of that dream at his funeral because there was a mix of
religious leaders there. He would have liked that. 
He was interested in Gypsies, Jews and anyone who was oppressed. at was his
motivation for being a part of the opposition movement during communist
times. He felt an obligation to take action against oppression like any decent
person should. He couldn’t turn his back on the workers that were being beaten
up... 

Let’s go back to that in a minute. Can I ask something about Papusza? Nisza
Publishers have reprinted her poems and Czarne Publishers have recently
published Angelika Kuźniak’s “Papusza” and there is also the Krauze film
about her. Papusza has returned. Many people feel that her life story was a
tragedy and quote the words: “If she had never learnt to read and write, her
life would have been a happy one”. What did Jerzy Ficowski think years later
when he saw what had happened?
He didn’t realise the price Papusza really paid. Nobody did. When he finally un-
derstood her personal tragedy it was too late for him to do anything about it.

He wrote: e Gypsy elders were looking for the person who had betrayed their
secrets. ey found Papusza. “You professed your songs to him, and to him you
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believe it! at wasn’t a time when you just slammed the phoned down on a
communist government minister and refused to go on a specially- organised
banquet.

at must have really impressed you?
Incredibly! I feel like a life-long student of Jerzy’s. I think I had a remarkable
home as a child and then I met Jerzy who taught me so very much and set the
bar so high.

He taught you to be true to yourself? 
yes. My foster mother first taught me that, then Jerzy. you know what was good
about our relationship?

Tell me.
Any other normal woman who wouldn’t have had enough money to buy food to
eat would have given him a hard time. But we always stayed together in the
difficult times. I never made it hard for him and never begrudged him anything.

You loved each other, it was as simple as that.
Most certainly.

Jerzy Ficowski said on radio: “What is most important in life is love and frien-
dship with all its implications. And creative unrest.”(9) Did you feel that that
was important in your life?
yes, I did. I was never jealous of his work, or that his work took my place. I
always knew that I was the most important thing in his life and I was so lucky to
actually feel it.

You were lucky. It’s not oen that that happens.
I know. I had it in my childhood with my foster mother, the conviction that I
was the most important person in the world for her even though she had her
own children. And then I felt it with Jerzy. 
I was always the first person to read his poetry. He didn’t just sit down and write
a poem. you know what it’s like, don’t you?

“Writing poetry is a ceremonial moment.”(10)
I remember Jerzy writing a poem and coming to show it to me. I was doing the
ironing at the time.

He waits in anticipation to see what you will say?
yes. I was usually amazed with what I read but sometimes I would say, “you
know what... something grates here”. He would walk away furious, walk into his
room and slam the door  behind him. Two hours go by, he comes out of his
room and ask, “What do you think of it now?”

A real partnership?
yes, exactly.

So what is it like without him?
It’s terrible, it’s terrible without him. It’s worse than terrible. Do you know why?
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opposition. In 1971 he wrote an open letter condemning the communist,
government-backed Anti-Jewish campaign and in December 1975 he sig-
ned “Memoriał 59” condemning changes to the Polish Constitution. He
later joined the Worker’s Defence Committee and was put on a black list
and censored.
We had to get by somehow so I started writing. We were completely broke. I
woke up, Jerzy was still asleep, as was Ania. I thought to myself, “My God, I
don’t even have anything to give my daughter for breakfast. What am I going
to do?” I phoned the Polish Society of Authors and Composers to ask if they
had anything, maybe a hundred złoty or something... e royalties lady said,
“yes, you have a little in your account. One and a half million złoty”. “What?!”
I shouted, “What for?” She started reading out the titles of all my fairy stories!
I had absolutely no idea that they had made me so much money.

Jerzy Ficowski did not complain about being censored, did he? He said, “I
was put on the black list in 1976. I could not publish anything and if my
name was ever in print it was always dragged through the dirt. But parado-
xically, it was an incredibly fruitful time for me. I felt free of all constraints.
For the first time ever, I did not have to camouflage my writing or use me-
taphor for the sake of the authorities. I was relaxed and free. I was writing
“Gryps” and “Errata” at the time, I had just finished “A Reading of Ashes”
and I translated Itzhak Katzenelson’s “Song of the Murdered Jewish People”.
He was the very antithesis of an activist. He was simply a good man. And
that meant not hiding his head in the sand when asked to speak out. He be-
lieved that we should not stay silent when certain lines are crossed. He was
both courageous and composed, knowing when to protest and at the same
time not worrying about the consequences of his actions. 
He felt a need to be uncompromising and to be painfully honest. is need
was so strong that he simply couldn’t have imagined any other way of living.
I’ll give you an example. When our daughter Ania was born we had nowhere
to live. Jerzy went to the Writer’s Union to ask about getting a flat. It was just
aer the events of 1968. He gets a call from the Union who tell him that a flat
has become available. It was Arnold Słucki’s old flat. On hearing that, Jerzy
says that he will under no condition take a flat from an evicted Jewish writer!
His friends came round trying to convince him to take the flat because so-
meone’s going to take it anyway because Arnold had le. “let them take it,”
said Jerzy, “I certainly won’t take the flat of a friend who has been thrown
out the country”. at’s what he was like.
When Jerzy’s “letter to Marc Chagall” was published in Paris, it was a major
event. It was a limited edition and the first time Chagall had illustrated anyt-
hing other than the Bible. e then (communist) Minister of Culture phoned
up Jerzy and said, “We are so proud and happy that such an extraordinary
cultural event will be taking place. So much so that we are organising a
banquet at the Polish Embassy in Paris. We have invited Chagall and we are,
of course, inviting you, Mr Ficowski.  A courier will be over right away to
bring you a passport”. I was listening on the other phone and was so curious
as to what Jerzy will say. He just stood there listening in silence, aer which
he said, “Mr Minister, sir, if I want to go to Paris, I will go to Paris as myself,
as Jerzy Ficowski and not in the service of the People’s Republic of Poland
and all its dirty dealings”. He then slammed the phone down. I couldn’t
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Elzbieta Ficowska
- Polish social activist, educator, author 
of books for children who seemed under
the name Elizabeth Bussold. 
In 2002-2006, President of the
Association of Children of the Holocaust.
She was born in the Warsaw Ghetto 
as Elizabeth Koppel, daughter 
of Josel and Heni home Rochman. 
On the initiative of Irena Sendler, 
a semi baby was taken to the Aryan side
in a wooden box, hidden on a car full 
of bricks. The "metric" is a silver spoon
engraved with the name and date 
of birth. 
Her mother died 3 November 1943 
in a camp in Poniatow together with 
all the prisoners of the camp. 
Her father died more than a year before
the Warsaw Umschlagplatz - shot on the
platform at the time, he refused to get
into the wagon moving to Auschwitz.
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When “Gypsies on the Roads of Poland” first came out nobody was very inte-
rested in the book. How did Jerzy react?
I think he felt unfulfilled. I think he had that sense of being unfulfilled all his life.
What I do now is to redress that balance. He never doubted what he was doing,
not for a moment, but it wasn’t a pleasant experience for him, that’s for sure. He
didn’t belong to any cliques, he wasn’t a media celebrity, he felt that what he did
should be seen for its own merits. It was, eventually.

He said: “With regards to poetry, I think I have walked my own paths, alone.
Will they grow over with grass? Will they be of any use to anyone? I do not
know. I continue to do my own thing regardless of the ridiculously unfavourable
circumstances that I have had to face. Without applause. And I will continue
to do so. It is a question of stubbornness. My dreams were always beyond my
means”.(11) Who was Jerzy Ficowski? An expert on Bruno Schulz? A Romani
scholar? A poet?
He was a man of variety. I’ll finish off with a story. I was at the cemetery one day,
at Jerzy’s grave. ere are lots of bird sculptures at his graveside. Birds were so
important in his poetry. A woman walks past with her little daughter who looks
at Jerzy’s grave and asks her mother whose grave it is. Her mother say that she
doesn’t know, some bird-fancier perhaps. Jerzy would have really liked that.

He was prepared for death. His epitaph reads, “On 9 May 2006  I, Jerzy Fi-
cowski, the undersigned removed to Eternity (or Nothingness, delete where ap-
propriate) and have ended my existence here, having undertaken nothing ac-
cording to the regulations of the Creator and the eternal practices of the
inhabitants of this ill-conceived and even more poorly managed earth. I ask
my nearest, and also my furthest, for the blessing of laughter and for the grace
of serenity rather than a sigh or sadness since nothing extraordinary has taken
place. For the fulfilment of this plea, I thank you in advance and apologise for
any inconvenience caused. Jerzy Ficowski, Warsaw, outside the bounds of time.

e following texts and recordings have been of immense help in the preparation
of this interview: “Nie zdołałem ocalić” [I did not manage to rescue]. Interview
with Lidia Ostałowska, Gazeta Wyborcza Magazine no. 240, “Żywot człowieka
pogranicza” [Life of a borderline man]. Interview with Marcin Niemojewski,
“Nowe Książki” no. 2/2000, “Poezja, która jest wielkim milczeniem” [Poetry which
is great silence]. Interview with Milena Wapińska, “Słowo Żydowskie” 11/2011,
Polish Radio recording, Jerzy Ficowski talking about himself.

Footnotes
(1) Lidia Ostałowska’s
interview with Jerzy
Ficowski, “Myślę, więc nie
ma mnie”, Gazeta Wyborcza
Magazine, no. 240.
(2) Piotr Pacewicz’s
interview with Elżbieta
Ficowska, “Pociąg osobowy”,
Agora 2012.
(3) Lidia Ostałowska’s
interview with Jerzy Ficowski
(see above)
(4) see no. (1)
(5) “A Reading of Ashes”,
Jerzy Ficowski.
(6) see no. (1)
(7) see no. (1)
(8) see no. (1)
(9) “Jerzy Ficowski talks
about himself”, Polish Radio.
(10) see no. (9)
(11) see no. (9)
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As you know, I had a foster mother who took me when she was a widow. I never
had a father and in a manner of speaking Jerzy was the answer to all my emotional
needs. My mother died in 1968 and my daughter Ania was born in 1969 so the
two events overlapped. Jerzy became a mother, father and partner to me. In a
word, the most important person in my life. 
I was the practical one in our relationship and I remember coming home one
day aer having bought some cushions. I walk in and Jerzy looks at me and says,
“What’s that?” I reply, “ey’re cushions.” “Where are they from?” he asks.
“ey’re from the shop,” I say. “Don’t tell me that the cushions are from the
shop,” he says. “So where do cushions come from?” I ask him. “Cushions should
always be at home,” he explains.

Cushions are born at home.
I was the person who bought cushions and the person who looked aer the
house. But there was also another side to it. I may have had to look aer the
house, but Jerzy was the adult in our home, the person who provided a sense of
security for us all. It may have been illusory but that’s how I felt. at’s why I
oen acted against my own instincts in the darkest times of communism. I
suspect that I would have never done the things I did had I not been convinced
that nothing bad could happen to me with Jerzy by my side. Suddenly I’m all
alone, I’ve had to grow up and I have to look aer myself now. 

He was your compass?
yes. at’s what I miss the most.

Now it is you who is trying to rescue him from being forgotten. Are you
trying to rescue his work?
I’m trying to rescue him, above all else. Not from being forgotten but from
death. I haven’t reconciled myself to the fact that he’s no longer here. He exists
somewhere out there. Every year, I organise a birthday party for him on 4 Sep-
tember. We had parties in the Warsaw cafés of “Żywiciel” and “Czuły Barba-
rzyńca”. Crowds of people turned up to read aloud their favourite poetry. We
toasted poetry. Aer he died, I took his watch, put it on and prayed that it
wouldn’t stop. Unfortunately, it stopped not so long ago.

At least it doesn’t speed along like your other watches...
I’ve kept the radio on all this time. look, it’s on standby. I crave some kind of
continuity.

Perhaps there is continuity in the fact that we are talking right now about the
publication of “Gypsies on the Roads of Poland”.
I do what I can to keep going. I’ll tell you about a dream I had. I dreamt that
Jerzy’s up there sitting on a cloud with an angel. e angel is holding a teaspoon
with some vitamins for Jerzy and I’m down here slaving away. If I stop Jerzy
won’t get those vitamins, so you see, I can’t stop. I have to keep working away.

And you’re still on that treadmill?
yes. Jerzy needs to get those vitamins, I have to do what I can for him to live, for
people to keep talking about him, for people to keep reading his work.
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Photo: Zbigniew Staszyszyn/PAP
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A poor Gypsy girl
(Me som Romni 'corori)

I am a poor Gypsy girl,
I have no luck, I have nothing.
I have a miserable life,
because I cannot read well
or write beautifully.
When I was little, 
I had the will, I had the heart,
to learn
to read and write.
How I wanted to 
sing Gypsy songs:

A Gypsy horse in a harness waits, 
before us a long road awaits...

How I wanted to
put together Gypsy verse
and write about the Gypsy life!
ey made life a living hell
and called us dogs.

Great, poor Gypsies!
How can you live in this world?
you cannot read, you cannot write,
ere will be no one le,
and death will take every last one of you.
And you will leave nothing behind.
But I can write, as best I can,
and sometimes through tears,
but I will something behind,
and the world will know me and remember
that there was once a Gypsy girl
unhappy and poor
who wanted to read and write 
and sing Gypsy songs:

A Gypsy horse in a harness waits, 
before us a long road awaits.
Come on horse, on the road we go!
To our brother we take out soul!
I long to read a book and paper

and write real words on real paper,
before I am taken in a long, dark hearse
I want to write in beautiful verse.

listen brother to what I have to say:
I will leave you my poems and songs,
so they remind you of 
that Gypsy girl, 
unhappy and poor,
who emptied out
everything that was in her head.
I give it all to you, my whole life,
so that you know, so that you remember
that Gypsy girl
who grew up in a Gypsy cradle
and wrote about everything.

1950 

„Papusza”

„Lesie ojcze mój”
(Forest, my Father)
by Papusza
Published by Nisza, 2013



Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz has been composing for nigh on fiy years. e eminent composer of songs
and compositions for stage and film has once again triumphed in his work on the new “Papusza” film,
dedicated to the great Roma poet.
He has written a remarkable score for directors Krzysztof and Joanna Krauze. At the time of writing, I
have not yet seen the film but once it hits the screen I will run to the cinema with a great sense of fasci-
nation and desire to see it thanks to its remarkable score.
Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz has once again demonstrated his phenomenal quality and gives us so much
pleasure in allowing us to interact with his music, music which we so need and crave for during the
cold, dark autumn and winter months. 
It is hard to believe that the score was not written by a Roma Gypsy, but by a proud highlander from
Nowy Targ.
Everything we love about Gypsy music is here: tender violins, lively accordions, heavenly harps and an
unsettling combination of sadness and love of life. 
e arrangement, the recording and the production is genius. 
His music gives us strength and helps us believe that one day things will be better.
I put the album on repeat. listening to it once again, I thought that there is no better way to build
bridges, no better way to offer a helping hand and bring together what was lost between our two
nations than through the medium of music. 
Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz’s score is a great gi to us all.

Magda Umer, 5 October 2013

Magda Umer is a Polish singer and performer of sung poetry, journalist, author, film director, screenwriter, actress, and author of re-
citals.
Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz is a Polish composer and musician, known for his compositions for stage and film. He studied music and
architecture at the Polytechnic University in Kraków. He arranged and composed for stage productions at the Stary Teatr and Theater
Scena STU in Kraków, the National Theatre and the Teatr Powszechny in Warsaw. He is also known for his compositions for short and
feature films by directors such as Krzysztof Kie?lowski, Feliks Falk, Agnieszka Holland and Márta Mészáros.

„Papusza”
Sounds 

of Reconciliation
Magda Umer specially for 
“Dialog-Pheniben”, talks about the music
to the film “Papusza”
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talents of Wajs’s wife, Papusza. However, the best laid plans of mice and men
oen go awry... e Roma elders believed his book to be an act of betrayal. ey
thought that through his descriptions of Gypsy “taboo-behaviour, oath-taking
and fortune-telling”, Ficowski had given the authorities the necessary ammunition
to implement a policy of forced Gypsy settlement and employment and their
“integration with society”. e case of Jan yoors would not be repeated. yoors
le home as a 12-year-old boy, lived and travelled with a Gypsy camp for ten
years and made it his new home. Many years later he wrote “e Gypsies”, a
unique book of testimonies, discussing their beliefs, their nomadic life; a book
about people who “expect nothing from a world which is not their world” but at
the same time a people who believe that they have every right to exploit this
non-Gypsy world, that they can take everything that “rummages, pecks and
clucks” because God created it.

In “Papusza”, the slow rhythm of the black-and-white, daguerreotype photo-
graphy of Krzysztof Ptak and Wojciech Staroń gives us the impression that we
are looking at the world through the eyes of these nomadic travellers. It seems
like we have penetrated Papusza’s world but in fact we are only looking at it
from behind a window. at is the paradoxical nature of the film. It is able to
combine two contradictory directions: Papusza’s revival of Gypsy memory and
the 20th century history of Poland’s Gypsies as opposed to the alienation of the
Gypsies and their absence in history. For them, history exists only as legend (as
demonstrated by Wajs’s story of how he played harp for lenin and Józef Piłsudski,
Poland’s legendary leader) or creeps up on them unawares like the outbreak of
war in 1939 of which they knew nothing. ere was a short period of peace and
quiet aer WWII but the communist militia began to harass them aer 1950 as
part of a policy of “integration”. e last traditional camps vanished in the 1960s.
One of the best film documentaries describing the end of this era is Władysław’s
Ślesicki’s “Opadły liście z drzew” (e leaves have fallen from the trees). It is an
elemental portrait of a rootless community beyond time, a community akin to a

Photographs 
from the film “Papusza”.
Photographs by Krzysztof Ptak, Wojciech
Staroń/NEXT FILM Distribution
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Discussing “Papusza”, directed by Joanna 
and Krzysztof Krauze

G e film is about the end of an era in Gypsy culture 
G But above all else it is about a meeting of two people,
Papusza and a poet from Warsaw, and how each emerge
from their own culture, transgress borders and expand 
the idea of the motherland

Tadeusz Sobolewski

e camera looks on from afar.  We see a wide-angle shot of Gypsy wagons moving along
the edge of a forest, under a cloud-covered sky. e desolate landscape stretches out
beyond the horizon. e world stands open before them. ey walk on slowly beside
their caravans, holding the reins of their horses. ey are submerged in timelessness, wal-
king out of nowhere into anywhere. 
e reporter Monika Bułaj writes: “Gypsies renounce remembering, they deny the existence
of time”. In their language, “there are no words differentiating yesterday from today”.
is attitude has excluded them from history and deprived them of memory. is attitude
has meant that for many years they “forgot” about the Roma Holocaust perpetrated by
the Nazis. 
ey did not remember about themselves.

A revival of Gypsy memory was supposed to be Jerzy Ficowski’s “e Gypsies of Poland”
(1953) which was the result of his many-month stay in a Gypsy camp, his becoming ac-
quainted with the family of the harpist Dionizy Wajs and his discovery of the poetic

„Papusza”
“This Stupid,

Clever Nation”
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for stealing chickens, straight to a concert in her honour, where her poetry will be sung
with a government minister in attendance! She is pictured in the limousine sitting in a
daze. Papusza falls into depression aer the publication of Jerzy Ficowski’s book. It made
her not only the most famous folk poet in the country but also “unclean” in the eyes of
her fellow Roma. Papusza keeps repeating that she didn’t write any poems and that she
doesn’t want to go to the concert. ey ask her husband, the bearded harpist Dionizy
Wajs, to come and help. He threateningly waves his sticks at her, the same stick with
which he measured up to her but also defended her against their own people. Papusza
walks in, listens to the concert. An orchestra, choir and soloist play for her. e music hits
loy heights. But there is a feeling of (intended?) disparity and dissonance in the collision
of Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz’s monumental symphonic lyricism and Papusza’s woodland
songs which Papusza herself called “childlike rhymes”. ere is a sense that the makers of
the film charge their heroine with the great burden of representing the fate of the Gypsies
rather than allowing her to be herself, Bronisława Wajs.

Papusza is portrayed as a tragic character in the film, even though Angelika Kuźniak’s
book and Magdalena Machowska’s “Bronisława Wajs. Między legendą a biografią” (Between
legend and biography) show a Papusza who is constantly surprising us. Papusza is an wo-
unded poet who is afraid to write: “She sits in front of us, extremely sad and tragically
silent. yes, she was sick. Why did they beat her up? Was she beaten up at all? We don’t
know. Her loving husband looks aer her. When she fell sick, he sold his harp...” One time
Papusza tells us: “I was from the camp, now I’m from nowhere...” During an interview in
the 1960s she says, “I will never forget my camp! And please don’t say that I’m crying for
what has disappeared and I’m not happy. I’m very happy”. at was all true. She tells
another reporter: “From time to time I go and tell fortunes. I went today. I brought back a
few eggs. I walked around Gorzów and I go to see people I know. And they really like me,
respect me. Now and again they say, ‘tell our fortune’. When I need a few pennies, I go...”
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primitive tribe, like a large family, camping among different civilisations. e film depicts
a lively summer day: buying and selling, fortune-telling, a horse market, stealing a chicken
and then cooking it in the park right next to a sign that says “no fires in the park” (which
the Gypsies probably could read anyway), followed by a night-time party by the fire. e
morning opens with a squabble with the militia, the shouts of Gypsy women and a quick
exit. e end of the day marks the end of the Gypsy summer and perhaps the end of their
travelling. Ślesicki’s film lacked any form of narration and the film simply documented a
travelling Gypsy camp. e children in the Roma wagons watch people working in the
fields. e last wagon in this colourful Gypsy caravan drags along more slowly than the
rest. One wheel is missing and the rain soaks the children sitting in it. e Gypsy fairytale
comes to an end here: no one will help them, there is no togetherness, just as it was
towards the end of the life of a sick Papusza.

Krzysztof and Joanna Krauze’s film concerns the question of Gypsy and Gadjo integration.
e spectre of racism looms large on both sides. Is it possible to build bridges between the
two cultures? Perhaps it is inevitable in this world of settled post-Gypsy Roma? Jacek Mi-
lewski, who was a consultant on “Papusza” and who set up a school for Roma children,
touches upon this in his book “Dym się rozwiewa” (e smoke is blowing away).
In “Papusza” there is a collision of two diametrically opposite cultures: mass culture
which seeks to forcibly erase all differences, and a closed culture which seeks to close itself
off from outside influences. e film shows how it is impossible to enter one of these cul-
tures unpunished and how it is impossible to escape this culture without any consequences.
ere is a moment in the film which illustrates the cultural homelessness of Papusza. She
does not wholly belong to the Roma world, however, the domain in which she publishes
her poetry is a far-off, distant world for her. Of course, we do not know if that was actually
the case. Perhaps not. ese are just the inklings of the makers of the film, a condensing
of facts, if you will. Papusza is seen being driven from prison, where she was incarcerated
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“Papusza” shows us the final days of an era in Gypsy culture (“e time of the Gypsy tra-
vellers passed long ago. But I see them!” wrote Papusza in 1970). However, it is above all
a story about two people: Papusza and a Warsaw poet, and how each emerge from their
own culture, transgress borders and expand the idea of the motherland. Does the film
concern multiculturalism which is so oen talked about with disdain as if it were some
kind of dream? But multiculturalism does exist and allows us, in a manner, to all become
Gypsies. Does it allow us to pass each other and exchange memories? Does it give us a
sense of belonging to the whole human community? Is it not the case that being a nomad
has become a characteristic of our own culture? e Gadjo poet Ficowski ran away from
the communist security services to the safety of a Gypsy camp. anks to him, the natu-
ral-born Gypsy poet Papusza decided to reach out with her poetry beyond her primitive,
magical, patriarchal world which defended its secrets with curses, bans and taboos. Papusza
crossed this boundary twice. e first time she gave permission for her poetry to be pub-
lished in Polish. e second time, aer the publication of Ficowski’s “e Gypsies of Po-
land”, she was deemed “unclean” and had a nervous breakdown and only then realised
that she was innocent and the intentions of her little Brother (as she called Ficowski)
were indeed pure. She explains to him in a letter: “I didn’t betray my Gypsy nation. Eve-
ryone knows that they stole chickens and told fortunes and everyone knows how they
lived and why they travelled around the world. at stupid, clever nation said that Papusza
was a ‘džjuklî’ (bitch). Maybe the world will understand one day that I did nothing
wrong...”
Towards the end of her life she forgave her little Brother: “I have suffered so much at the
hands of foolish Gypsies. And today they no longer hate me. Please, don’t worry about it
anymore, it has all gone now”.

Tadeusz Sobolewski

Tadeusz Sobolewski, 
A student of Polish Studies
and film critic of Polish
weekly “Gazeta Wyborcza”
from its very beginning. 
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books of essays, including:
“Dziecko Peerelu” 
(A Child of People’s Poland),
“Człowiek Miron” 
(Miron, the Man), “Kino
swoimi słowami” 
(Cinema in its own Words)
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compared to “Mój Nikifor”. Both films describe the story of an artist trying to
help another, less-privileged, one. In the first, Marian Włosiński takes care of
the lemko painter Epifaniusz Drowniak, a.k.a. Nikifor. In the second film,
Jerzy Ficowski (with the support of none other than poet Julian Tuwim) help
Bronisława Wajs, alias Papusza. e main difference between the two films is
that the second adds context to the fortunes of the heroine, shows her in a
wider perspective and illustrates a small slice of the history of Polish Roma.

Being mentioned is Honourable?
Many were disappointed that the jury, headed by Polish film maker Agnieszka
Holland, gave “Papusza” nothing more than an honourable mention. But let
us not get carried away and be saddened. An honourable mention is still, for
all intents and purposes, honourable. e Hungarian master János Szász won
the competition with his powerful “e Notebook” which is a coming-of-age
tale about twins who enter adulthood during WWII. In my opinion, the verdict
of the jury was not on the mark. “Papusza” was by far the best film in the com-
petition thanks to its artistic qualities: the mind-blowing photography of
Krzysztof Ptak and Wojciech Staroń; the exquisite music of Jan Kanty Pawlu-
śkiewicz (including the symphonic lyricism of “Papusza’s Harp”, which was
first heard in 1994) and the breathtaking acting of Jowita Budnik (as Papusza)
and the “two men in her life”, Zbigniew Waleryś (as Dionizy Wajs) and Antoni
Pawlicki (as Jerzy Ficowski). e delightful scene featuring Andrzej Walden
as Polish poet Julian Tuwim is also worth a mention. Admittedly, the film re-
ceived a much warmer reception from the Polish audience in Karlovy Vary
than the foreign one. Perhaps Polish people are not objective. Or maybe they
are more aware of their own history. I’m always interested in what foreign ex-
perts have to say about Polish films because they have greater distance to the
work in question. I therefore decided to ask some foreign film specialists
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Pre-première in Karlovy Vary Film Festival

G It was by far the best film in the competition thanks to its
mind-blowing photography, exquisite music and
breathtaking acting

Maciej Gil

„Papusza”
Black 

and White Poetry

Joanna Kos-Krauze and Krzysztof Krauze’s long-awaited “Papusza” had
its world première on 1 July this year at the 48th Karlovy Vary Interna-
tional Film Festival. It took part in the main competition, which itself
was a success. To be entered into a Category A competition of one of
the world’s most important film festivals is an achievement. Of course,
Joanna Kos-Krauze and Krzysztof Krauze’s task was made easier by the

fact that they are both well-known and respected in Karlovy Vary as their 2005
film, the magical and moving “Mój Nikifor” with Krystyna Feldman playing
the lead (male!) role of the naivist painter, garnered much acclaim and the
main award, the Crystal Globe as well as awards for best director and the lead
female role. eir international film career began with that masterpiece and
ever since they have been invited to film festivals around the globe and caught
the eye of the world’s film distributors. Testament to this fact is the Japanese
“Mój Nikofor” poster I have at home.
ere is a wonderful tradition that award winners are invited back to film fes-
tivals to take part in subsequent competitions. And so two years later, Krauze
and Krauze returned to Karlovy Vary with “Plac Zbawiciela”, however the film
and directors came away empty-handed. is year, the directors returned to
the Czech Republic with “Papusza”. In a very general way, “Papusza” could be

Photographs 
from the film “Papusza”.
Photographs by Krzysztof Ptak, 
Wojciech Staroń/NEXT FILM Distribution
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and beautifully-composed sets. is creates a distance between film and au-
dience which is perhaps a reflection of the distance between Roma and Gadjo. 

Why Empty Seats?
I have for several years always tried to make the journey to Karlovy Vary. I
like the informal atmosphere, the rich programme and, above all else, the fact
that the festival is for genuine film lovers, despite its oen stellar aura. I like to
watch the main competition premières in the ceremonial grand theatre which
has nigh on 1,200 seats. Before each screening the crew and actors introduce
the movie. “Papusza” was introduced by director Kos-Krauze, actors Budnik,
Waleryś and Pawlicki and producer lambros Ziotas. We found ourselves in
one of the world’s most important shrines to cinema, in a theatre which is al-
ways filled to the brim with adoring film lovers, but as I looked round I saw
empty seats. Was I surprised? At first, very much so but then I realised that
the majority of the audience is from the Czech Republic where Roma issues,
to put it mildly,  are not particularly relished. But that’s a topic for another
occasion. e catastrophically poor turnout in Czech cinemas for Martin
Šulík’s beautifully subtle “Gypsy” was confirmation of this problem. I shared
my observation with a fellow film critic who replied, “I was speaking to a
Czech director only today about his new film which contains a very important
and bold gay subplot. I asked him about the reactions of the Czech audience.
He said that the Czechs are very open and tolerant with regards to all sexual
and ethnic minorities with one exception: their negative attitude to Roma”.
e cultural, perhaps social, peculiarities of the Czechs means that the preju-
diced audience, rather than cinema itself, is the one losing out here.
e last three months of 2013 will belong to Papusza. At least I sincerely hope
so. e film will hit the screens on 15 November. It has already won awards
for its music and leading man (Waleryś) in the main section of the 38th Gdynia
Film Festival, Poland’s premier movie event. e producer has announced
that the film will be widely distributed together with an intensive marketing
campaign with various  events, and promotional and educational materials.
Czarne Publishers has recently published Angelika Kuźniak’s biography of
Papusza, which has garnered acclaim and positive reviews in all the Polish
media. Re-editions of Jerzy Ficowski’s classics “Gypsies on the Roads of Poland”,
“Demony cudzego strachu” (Demons of Foreign Dread) and “Pod berłem króla
pikowego” (Under the Sceptre of the King of Spades) are in preparation by
Nisza Publishers. I am also eagerly anticipating “Papusza’s Harp” by Jan Kanty
Pawluśkiewicz. Furthermore, I cannot imagine there not being a re-edition of
the poems of Papusza. She deserves it. But also, 2013 is the year of Julian
Tuwim and what a great occasion to read Tuwim, Ficowski and Papusza, one
of Poland’s greatest poets. What’s more, I heartily recommend you go and see
the film “Papusza”.

Maciej Gil, Kraków, 23 October 2013

Maciej Gil 
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He is the deputy chairman 
of the Polish Film Society
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(Unzipped) Film Society in
Agrafka, a cinema in
Kraków. He has been a
member of the jury of many
film festivals. He writes
about the history of film and
gives lectures.
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during the Karlovy Vary festival what they thought of “Papusza”. Most of
them said the film’s photography and music are breathtaking, however, the
complicated back stories of each of the main characters were confusing. ey
also found the film to be rather suited to a narrow audience not necessarily
because it touches upon the subject of Roma but because the film deals with a
community deeply rooted in the complexities of 20th century Polish history.
“ScreenDaily” reviewer Dan Fainaru drew attention to this fact and highlighted
the remarkable authenticity of the story and its visual qualities, however, he
also said that the range of periods covered and the toing-and-froing between
different times made it easy to get lost. e eminent British expert on Central-
European cinema Professor Peter Hames praised the film in general but noted
that it is ‘academic’ at times. Czech film historian Dr Jaromír Blažejovský was
of the same opinion. If we understand being ‘academic’ as a conventional cor-
rectness of form and a rejection of spontaneous expression then I would have
to agree. “Papusza” is a beautifully and carefully-honed film. It is perhaps the
only film about Roma which lacks that stereotypical rampant energy that
seems to be portrayed whenever Roma are shown on the silver screen.
What did Polish film critics in Karlovy Vary think about the film?
“Stopklatka.pl” critic Michał Hernes wrote: “’Papusza’ is a model biopic and
despite certain simplifications has been made with an incredible attention to
detail, especially regarding the Romani language. I cannot imagine the story
of Papusza being told in English or Polish. e actors and film makers have
gone to great lengths to make the film as linguistically authentic as possible. It
is highly likely that Joanna Kos-Krauze and Krzysztof Krauze’s film will change
many people’s attitudes to Roma and their culture”. “Rzeczpospolita’s” Barbara
Hollender rightly noticed that “we have been waiting for this film for years. I
found it hard to pull myself together aer the screening. ‘Papusza’ is an extra-
ordinary work of art which forces itself right into your subconscious, completely
and utterly... It is intelligent, it is filled with poetry, has a sense of freedom
about it and is decidedly more interesting than other films that purport to
deal with Roma issues, like the films of Kusturica or Gatlif. It is on a completely
different level to the other films I have seen here in Karlovy Vary”. I whole-
heartedly concur.

Why Black and White?
e film’s monochromatic beauty has been highlighted by practically all film
critics and audiences. e above-quoted Dan Fainaru claims that the movie is
simply the most dazzling black-and-white picture in recent years in the whole
of world cinema. It takes a great deal of courage to make a film about the
Roma world in black and white, and this has probably never happened before
since the invention of colour film. e directors explained that their artistic
choice was an attempt to refer back to the style of the 1950s and 1960s, and of
course the interwar period in which the majority of the film takes place (al-
though the panoramic shots contradict this). But there was a more down-to-
earth reason. It is far easier to hide computer-aided imagery when using black-
and-white film. “Papusza” could not have been made without the aid of
computers and the use of superimposed old images and postcards at the post-
production stage for the simple reason that the world it was attempting to
show does not exist anymore. What is interesting is the fact that there are no
close-up shots in “Papusza”. e whole story is filmed using wide-angle shot
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G For the past twenty years, groups of Roma from Eastern Europe
have been moving and journeying around the whole European
continent 
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From 2008 the Schengen Agreement makes it possible for citizens of the European Union
to travel to Switzerland and stay there for a period of three months without a visa. Economic
migration has now become a Swiss problem also.
Switzerland has begun to attract Roma with its high quality of life, good labour market and

wages which are sometimes twenty times higher than what they would earn in their own country.
Romanian Roma have taken a liking to two Swiss cities: Geneva and lausanne due to the fact that both cities
use French, a language related to Romanian, and because of their lenient implementation of immigration
law, unlike the stricter German-speaking cantons. 
After arriving in Switzerland, the Roma, who are often illiterate and do not speak French, are not able to find
work, even illegally. The Swiss labour market does have jobs available but they usually require a high number
of qualifications. The discrepancy between the capabilities and skills of the Roma and the requirements of
the Swiss labour market are disheartening and put them off. The one way any money can be made to survive
is by begging, which is against the law in both Geneva and lausanne. However, the Roma are forced to take
this risk.
Despite their size, the small groups of Roma who concentrate in the city centre, draw attention to themselves.
The natives are increasingly unfriendly and treat the Roma like conmen or slackers. Shop owners are
particularly hostile as they believe the Roma are scaring away customers. Increasingly more people call for
the city to stop the wave of begging immigrants.
Depending on their financial and family situation the majority of Roma shuttle between Romania and
Switzerland by car or by bus every two to three months. Every mishap or accident, sickness or death, car
problem or deportation throws families into turmoil or forces them into poverty.
Due to the fact that Switzerland is rather a small country and relatively easy to police, there is no way Roma
can camp wild as happens in other European countries. The majority of Roma sleep rough in Swiss parks or
under bridges, sometimes they occupy temporary squats but that costs 4 euro a night which is a significant
outlay for most Roma families.
The behaviour of the lausanne police force is bizarrely inconsistent. On the one hand, officers turn a blind
eye to some of the begging that goes on but on the other hand they do not let people sleep rough in the parks
or in their cars. So for the past few months, the lausanne police force and groups or Roma have been engaged
in a drawn-out game of hide-and-seek.
The city authorities make it
difficult for the homeless to
satisfy their basic biological
needs: public toilets are locked,
the water in fountains is turned
off and public spaces are fenced
off. 
Roma continually have problems
with the law. They are often
arrested on the Swiss border for
sleeping rough on public roads
or not paying previous fines
which can total 5,000 to 10,000
Swiss francs. This means that
many Roma do not return to
lausanne but decide to go to
Stockholm, for example.
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Florin i Rita
They have four children which they leave in
Romania with Florin’s aunt. They shuttle
back and forth from Switzerland to Romania
by minibus on a regular basis. They travel
with other members of the family, return for
the new year and then travel back at the end
of January. They then return for Easter and
travel back once again for part of the
summer. They spend the holidays at home
with their children. Each return trip costs
200 euro.
Florin is 35, Rita is 33. They live in a small
house without any of the comforts in a small
village in central Romania. They heat the
house either by burning wood or with gas
depending on how much money they have.
They have no running water. Their children
go to the school in the village. They arrived
in lausanne in 2010. Florin goes begging
everyday in the same place outside the main
post office with a Slovakian Roma friend
who plays the accordion. They take turns
begging because local byelaws do not permit
street musicians to play in the same spot for
more than two hours. 
Rita begs in the city centre near the local
McDonald’s together with two Roma friends
who come from near her town back home.
Roma love to eat pork and prefer to prepare
their own meals on a fire in the car park in
the company of other Roma rather than get
hand-outs and eat free soup, which contains
no meat at all. They spend over half their
daily wages, around 20 Swiss francs, on food
alone.
During their stay in lausanne they usually
sleep under the stars, usually in a larger
group with fellow Roma from their
hometown for safety. They only go to the
shelter, which costs 4 euro a night, when
there is a frost but even then they prefer to
sleep outside to save money.
They always sleep in a different place unless
they find a squat and get permission to live
there for a few months before the building 
is demolished.
Florin and Rita call their children in
Romania almost every evening.
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Cici i Stella
Cici is 46, Stella is 47. They have
five children and two
grandchildren. like so many
Roma, Cici has heart problems
and ran up a large debt when he
had an operation. He owes his
doctor a great deal of money,
something which is
commonplace in Romania. 
Cici regularly travels to
lausanne with his older
daughter and older son. 
Stella stays in Romania to look
after the other three children
and two grandchildren. Cici is
ashamed of begging and prefers
to organise puppet shows for
children. In little time he
becomes a children’s hit in the
centre of lausanne. However, to
carry on he has to obtain a street
artist permit which costs 7 Swiss
francs a day. His puppet show is
about an old Romanian
tradition where Roma bid
farewell to the old year by
getting dressed as goats, 
or ‘capra’, and go from village to
village playing instruments and
collecting food and money. 
The ‘capra’ puppets are made of
wood and have clacking mouths
to attract the attention of
passers-by.
Unfortunately, the city
authorities ban Cici’s puppet
shows because the owners of the
nearby shops complain about
the noise of the clacking
puppets!
Cici has had to swallow his
pride and has begun to beg for 
a living, like the majority of
Roma in lausanne.
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Eva
After arriving in lausanne in 2010, Eva (14 years old) and her family (father Sorin, 37; mother
Minerva, 32; grandmother Jova, 61) spent 18 months living in a car park. Her grandmother, 
who was diagnosed with cancer in a lausanne hospital, was the family’s chief breadwinner.
In October 2010, Eva and her mother return to Romania with Jova who wants to die at home. 
They go back to put their old house in order which they left two years ago. They return to a stack 
of electricity bills and unpaid debts which have been mounting over the past two years. Eva’s father,
who remains in lausanne, sends money back to his family but it is not enough to pay off the debt
they have in the local shop forcing the women to do their shopping 10 kilometres away. At the
beginning of 2012 Eva leaves for the south of France, to Aix-en-Provence, to marry a 17-year-old
Roma. The young Ciobanu comes from a family they know from a nearby village in Romania.
Eva returns to Romania in the summer. She is pregnant. In October 2012 she gives birth to her first
child in a hospital in Blaj, a small town in central Romania 10 kilometres from her hometown. 
She names her son Sorin after her father. Due to the fact that her husband’s parents live in Aix-en-
Provence, Ciobanu moves in with Eva’s family in Romania. They live in a two-room house with nine
people in all: grandmother, two younger brothers, mother and a sister with two children who was
deported from a camp in Annecy in France. Eva’s father, who leaves lausanne, now lives in Austria.
He makes money begging in Graz and sends money back to the family so they can get through 
the winter.
It is summer and after visiting his family Sorin is forced to find other ways of making money in
order to support the family. He borrows a minibus from a cousin and heads out on the road again.
Romania is no place for a Roma to make a living. He decides to go to Paris where he finds a camp of
Roma friends who come from near his hometown. The whole family joins him in Aubervilliers near
Paris in July. Sorin collects and sells scrap metasl. The family, including their sick grandmother, earn
a living begging. Ciobanu leaves Eva to join up with his family who now live in Munich in Germany.
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Basil i Crina
They are both twenty and are frequent visitors to lausanne.
Crina goes begging next to supermarkets or the station 
and Basil troubles passers-by and travellers also at the station,
which is of course illegal. They leave their son in Romania
either with Crina’s mother or Basil’s mother depending on
who is in Romania at the time and who is begging in
lausanne. 
Basil and Crina are just like the majority of Roma in lausanne
who try to find somewhere to sleep at night in allotment huts,
abandoned greenhouses or unused public toilets.
Crina makes friends easily with the passers-by, especially
women, who bring her clothes and money. Basil goes
dumpster diving. He buys mobile phones for next to nothing
and then exchanges them or sells them to other Roma who
then sell them on for a profit when they go back to Romania. 
Basil’s dream is to save up enough money to buy a car. 
He would then be able to return to Romania and sell it for
twice what he bought it for and live in peace for a short time. 
There is only one problem. Basil is illiterate and has no driver’s
licence.
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Roma are once again in the news. Recently, an anti-Roma profile appeared on
Facebook: “Say NO to the Roma in Andrychów” (Nie dla Romów w Andrychowie).
What is more, a Roma family was threatened and intimidated in Łódź and Roma
children had stones thrown at them while returning home from school in Zabrze while
their assailants shouted: “Go home, niggers! This is Poland!”. In the seemingly
multicultural and vibrant city of Wrocław, the case of the illegal Romanian Roma
camp in the city centre has not left the front pages but also left a bad taste in the
mouth. And who could not forget the case of the blonde Roma girl in Greece. Put
together these facts and we get a media picture of the European Roma who cannot 
– or perhaps do not want to – be a part of ‘normal’ society.
This is nothing new, of course. Common knowledge about Roma seems to be largely
negative and based on deep-rooted stereotypes. This, in turn, is often fuelled by the
media because these stereotypes are seemingly ‘normal’. 
Thankfully, many positive events are also taking place, largely thanks to the recent
rediscovery of Papusza. The long-awaited book by Angelika Kuźniak “Papusza” has
finally been published. The “Houses Like Silver Tents” Roma exhibition can be seen
at the Zachęta Art Gallery in Warsaw. The premier Polish culture and arts channel
“TVP Kultura” recently had a ‘Roma week’. “Papusza”, the film by directors Krauze
and Krauze, has already hit cinema screens. These events are allowing us to catch our
breath, redress the balance and attempt to build some sort of normality thanks to the
hard work of producers, artists and writers.
It is not easy but the first steps have already been taken. During a pre-première
screening of “Papusza” in Andrychów (of all places!) Roma and non-Roma citizens
sat next to each other in the movie theatre and watched the film about the Roma poet.
But did anything change in the relations between the two communities? Will anything
change in the future? Dancing and partying together during Roma music festivals
shows us that any intimacy during these events dissipates as soon as the music stops.
Maciej Gil, in his article about the “Papusza” film, illustrates the sad state of Roma
and non-Roma relations, which was apparent during the screening of “Papusza”
during the Karlovy Vary Film Festival. Despite directors Joanna Kos-Krauze and
Krzysztof Krauze being well-known film makers, there were many empty seats during
the screening. Some voices claim that the Roma issue is not a particularly popular
topic in the Czech Republic.
So is it worth going to see “Papusza”? Tadeusz Sobolewski’s article convinces us of
the film’s quality, beautiful framing techniques and extraordinary story. In her article,
Magda Umer writes about the film’s enchanting music penned by the genius of Jan
Kanty Pawluśkiewicz. Justyna Dąbrowska in her interview with Elżbieta Ficowska
gets her to reveal some of the secrets of her husband, the late, great Jerzy Ficowski,
the man who discovered Papusza.
I also recommend Tomasz Kizny’s article about another isolated community, the
Nenets of Vaygach Island. Magdalena Kicińska interviews Manuel Dębicki, who talks
about and praises the ambitious and alternative dimension to Roma music. 
Enjoy Dialog-Pheniben!

Joanna Talewicz-Kwiatkowska
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Voice of Light, Voice of Shadow

G I love it when Papusza talks about the best years of her life. “With delight,” she
says sensually raising her voice and drawing out the final syllable in a quietening
whisper. She is able to express all her emotions in three syllables and a delicate
modulation in her voice that evokes the past and touches the imagination.  She
charms, she enchants. She speaks fluidly and interestingly. She has a bright and
confident voice with a sing-song quality typical of eastern Poland. She emanates joy
and energy and there is a rhythm in the way she speaks. She uses words that sound
like the refrain of a song: her fiery ‘yeses’, because she is always right, and her
forgiving ‘dear mes’, because what she says is so obvious. ere is rebellion. When
she talks about injustice she accents each word with a tapping finger and then her fist
comes down on the table, lightly but emphatically.
I love that intonation, those rhythms, those refrains, her accenting, her melody, her
circumlocutions and her abbreviations. Music, no less.  Poetry. Genuine spoken
poetry. at was Papusza, Anno Domini 1959.
e words of Papusza in 1979 do not sail down on wings. She cuts short her
sentences, her breathing is short and she wheezes. Her energy and joy have
disappeared to be replaced by melancholy, disease, regret and grievance. She comes
alive when she speaks of the camp, her words light up when she mentions singing.
But only for a moment. en the voice of Papusza goes back into the shadows. 

Dariusz Fedor

ese are the nine most personal stories of Papusza transcribed from her interviews,
recorded on Polish National Radio in the years 1959-1979.

Bronisława
Wajs

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska

Papusza [pronounced Papoosha] – born Bronisława Wajs. She was a poet who
wrote in Romani. She heralded from the Polska Roma (Polish Roma) ethnic
group.  Jerzy Ficowski, the man who discovered the poetic talents of Papusza,
called this group the ‘Polish lowland Gypsies’ for the purposes of Gypsy Studies.
Her exact date of birth is unknown. Two dates are commonly used: 17 August
1908 and 10 May 1910. Her place of birth is also clouded in mystery with the
poet herself saying she was born in Lublin but also maintaining she was born in
Grodno. She was married off to harpist Dionizy Wajs at the age of 16. In 1950,
aer years of travelling with the Gypsy camp, she settled in Żagań, then Gorzów
Wielkopolski and finally in Inowrocław. She never
attended school but learnt to read and write Polish from
a Jewish shop assistant whom she paid with stolen
chickens.
She was first published in the culture weekly “Nowa Kultura” in 1951. From
1962, she was a member of the Polish Writers’ Union. She published three
volumes of poetry: “Pieśni Papuszy (Songs of Papusza) in 1956, “Pieśni
mówione” (Spoken Songs) in 1973 and posthumously “Lesie, ojcze mój” (Forest,
my father) in 1990. Her work has been translated into German, English, French,
Spanish, Swedish and Italian.
Papusza died in Inowrocław on 8 February 1987.

„Papusza”
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with my little heart. like a little girl, wild and Asian.
Sometimes my heart burns and I want to do it all but you have to keep your feet on the ground. at’s
the truth, isn’t it? But it’s hard to forget. you can’t just carve it out your heart as if it wasn’t there.

G3
Singing

...my song is a silent teardrop sometimes...
I liked what I liked, but I couldn’t sing. Now and again I sing in the house and he oen says: “What
are you singing? What are you singing? It doesn’t suit you. What are you, a child?” I’m singing a little
something and people look at me and think: Well, she’s a Gypsy, isn’t she? My song’s a silent teardrop
sometimes. At night I can’t sleep, that’s my song.
Now and again things are bad, now and again they’re good and you’re satisfied. Even though things
are sad, sometimes you have tears in your eyes, don’t you? But we try and cover it all up. e best
things are covered up, aren’t they? But I can’t do that, I really can’t. at’s why I’m not happy. I can’t
cover things up. I can’t live like that. at’s poor me. I’m too honest. Mummy taught me to be sly,
false but I know the truth: live a simple, normal life, talk about things as you see them, even to God
himself. 
Not everything in life is beautiful. Charming, lovely, beautiful. Only nature is beautiful. living life,
paradise, happy. In songs there’s something sentimental, there’s sadness, it’s tender and some inspi-
ration might creep in. And that’s how everything is. It’s the same with all of us. you have to accept it,
turn around and say: ‘that’s good, that’s good, that’s good’ to everything you see. you don’t have to
be sad, you don’t have to be. laugh. at’s life and health.

G4
Fortune-telling

...I go because I need to see the world...
Gypsies tell fortunes and things comes true! Believe it or not but now and again a woman comes up
and says to me: “it came true, the Gypsy woman was telling the truth”. ere’s something to it, you
know... It all comes from a tribe that came from the Pharaohs. e Pharaoh was a wise man, from
Egypt, a great man. He could tell fortunes and cast spells. Well, I can’t do that kind of thing right
now. I used to tell fortunes a lot. A lot. I still do from time to time. When I need to, I go. My husband
doesn’t let me, he says: “Don’t go, stay, don’t go”. I say: “No, I have to go, I have to move, wander
about”. I have to go because I have to see the world, I have to see the purple leaves, the colour of
wine, blue, gold, I have to see things. 
From time to time I go and tell fortunes. I went today. I brought back a few eggs. I walked around the
village. e village. I sometimes go to see people I know. And they really like me, respect me. Now
and again they say, “tell our fortune, Gypsy lady, tell us”. And then I go. Always when I need a penny
or two. I’ll go and wander about, thank people for being so nice. I go to their houses and that’s it. If I
can’t work in the fields what’s le for me?

G5
Writing

...I’m not a poet. I’m a Gypsy girl who was born under a bush, where the moon shines, 
where the fire burns far away...
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G1
Childhood

...the wolves came; green eyes they had and they never bit me...
Papusza, doll, dolly. My mum would call me Dolly, in Gypsy, of course. I was so healthy! I was so
slim. at face of mine was so rosy, that hair was so long... I loved to dance, sing, I was so happy. And
everything was so good because I had my mummy, my daddy, my brothers, my sisters. I was a child
by the River Niemen. It was my palace, when it was windy, hiding us from the rain. e moon shone
and looked at us there.
e wolves came; green eyes they had and they never bit me. As God is my witness. Never. ey went
out to the dance and Papusza the child ran aer them and went into the forest. ere were two dogs
standing there. Big dogs. Were they dogs, were they wolves? I don’t know. Green-eyed they were.
Very green eyes flashed and I wanted to stroke them. But they didn’t even start. I said, “Mummy, two
big dogs were there, they were really close. ey were playing music in the village and I ran there”.
“My child, my child,” she couldn’t speak she was so scared. She says to her husband, to my daddy,
“you hear that! you hear what she’s saying? ere were wolves there. She’s got the luck, they didn’t
take her, they didn’t eat her. Mary, Mother of God!” she said that. I swear.
I don’t know who my daddy was. But they all said he’s Creamy. at’s what they called him. I don’t
know what it means. Creamy, I don’t know. He was oh so white, my daddy. And that’s all. 

G2
Wanderlust

...you can’t carve it out your heart...
I spent all my years in a Gypsy camp. My family, my brothers, my sisters didn’t steal. We only told
fortunes, played music and that was how we made a living. at’s how we got by. We didn’t own any
goods and all we had was a horsey, a cart, sometimes we took a penny or two so that we could get by,
to get by. at’s how we lived. To this day.
We went to the woods and we were raised in the woods, under that bush. Full of God, full of our own
happiness. And now we have a flat of our own, praise God. It’s just like making a nice house for a
small bird. But the small bird wants more. 
If I had a horse and cart today I wouldn’t ask for a nice flat but I’d leave for two or three days. I’d go
and sit under that tree again, I’d maybe eat once a day because it’s better there because I see the air,
the sky, I see everything. It’s so free and it’s all so beautiful.
Never, never will I forget the travelling. I’m so proud of my travels and my life. And please don’t say
that I’m crying about what’s gone and that I’m not happy. I’m very happy, very. I say that openly,

„Papusza”
the Doll, the Dolly
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I loved life’s pleasures. I threw money about as if it were leaves. I had beautiful fur coats, thick
carpets, a cart, a carriage, horses...
When my husband played the harp, I’d dance... We had shows and there was so much money! Oh,
the pleasures in life!
I walk in the mountains, in the forests and that’s why I can write those books. In the blink of an eye.
en my head hurts, it throbs and I’ve gone grey in the places where I’ve been thinking the hardest.
I’m making up for what I don’t know and that’s why I have to think so hard. I think and this is what
I think: that it’s not about having money, or having a fortune, it’s all about our country living happily
so that they respect us, so they don’t hurt us and that we can focus on being honest. I don’t long for
riches, money turns me off. I don’t want it, I just want to live a normal life.

G8
Loneliness

...I’ve had more tears than water in this house...
We travelled our whole lives. We were full of life and this happiness was in the forest, everyone in the
family liked each other, and other people as well, and that’s it. Today in our countries we’re the same
people and we’re looked aer, thank God, and we like everyone. But what really hurts me is to see
this world, those hollows, those holes that you can’t get out of and whole nations are dying in those
holes and getting no help. at kind of hurts me. Why does it hurt me? Because I really am a strange
little girl because I’m worried about everything. And that really isn’t good. I’m not happy. I’m hurt
when other people are hurt, when they cry. I can’t look. I’d happily get rid of this burden and give it
to someone else. But life has shown me that there are some moments that mean that I just don’t want
to carry on. And there’s nowhere to go, I’ve got no one to talk to. 
I’ve cried so much and I have no one to talk to. I’ve had more tears than water in this house. But I ha-
ven’t melted.
Now this book has thrown a curse on me. ey don’t like me. Even my own people and those who I
don’t know. ey don’t like me anymore. ey don’t like me in the families and I don’t know why.
ey don’t look at me right and I’m poor. I just want to treat people normally so that they remember
that there was once this Papusza somewhere in the world.

G9
Death

...I’ve got no air here...
Sick... Afraid of something... I’ll write something more again one day. I really will! But it’ll be
something nice... Big... But not now... When I take a breather... When I’m healthy... I want to leave
the flat... ey say if you live in a place where your husband died you see death... How he died...? It
was not good... And now it’s just me and my son... And that daughter-in-law... ose kids... Apart
from that, I don’t have anyone... I don’t have anyone in Gorzów... It’s very sad... But what can I do?
I’ve got no air here... you grow up in the forest... Take a squirrel or a bird to the city... ey lose eve-
rything, they have nothing... you miss the forest like a wolf misses the forest... And the squirrel? e
squirrel has its hopes and dreams, its delusions...

Bronisława “Papusza” Wajs speaks. Taken from the archive of Polish National Radio
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I’m being honest. I don’t know what a poem thing is, I don’t. What I do know is that it’s beautiful if
someone reads it. Sometimes, you have a moment, something dreamy. you dream about forests, mo-
untains and then it’s all forgotten. I live a separate life really, outside God’s creation... you remember
the things you’ve heard from people. your things come and go, they return...
I’d wake up in the morning, I’d look at the sky and I always saw something there. I’d see the moon
shining, see how the stars look down on us, how they flutter and twinkle just like the heart of a young
girl, like her disappointed eyes. ere’s something beautiful there, something childlike. When I saw
the water glistening or the frogs croaking, I needed to catch it. I’d write something down, but I didn’t
know how to do it. you know, I knew the alphabet but I didn’t go to school. I didn’t write for
someone else, I wrote for myself! I just wrote.
If I had some learning I’d be able to learn a bit more and be a great person. But I’m so embarrassed to
show people my little poems! ey’re so childish...
I’m not a poet. I’m a Gypsy girl who was born under a bush, where the moon shines, where the fire
burns far away, where there are castanets, where the Gypsy girls dance. At night. By the fire. I’m no
poet. I write things, I write. I don’t know what happened before.

G6
Poland

...How could she say that to a Polish girl?! A Polish girl who grew up in the Mazury hills!...
I go to a fruit and veg shop, I’m in the queue... We’re in the queue together because that’s fair, isn’t it?
Everyone stands in the queue, buys something, and then goes home, yes? But those ladies, they go,
push in, buy what they want, but you and I stand there and we have to wait! Why is it like that? If
there’s a queue, there’s a queue for everyone: Gypsy, Jew, German, whoever. Buy what you need and
go, yes? I saw her push in and I said: “at’s not nice, what you’re doing there, not nice at all”. No one
has the right to push in right in front of your nose. One of these ladies, clever she was. I’m not
insulting her or anything because more oen than not I’m a 100% more stupid then she is, maybe
she’s clever, she studied so why does she say: “you, Gypsy woman, go back to your own country and
give orders there”. And I was so angry that I’d have preferred it if she had slapped me! How could she
say that to a Polish girl?! A Polish girl who grew up in the Mazury hills! In Poland! A real Polish girl!
Not outside of Poland but here! I say, “Where is my country, then? I was born in my Poland, I was
born in my homeland and you think you have the right to tell me to leave my home?” Where is my
country? It’s not a complaint, it’s not music, you can’t choose it. e truth about your country is that
it sings in your heart. ey treat our country like they treat dogs, but I look aer dogs. I’d never harm
a dog. Or a cat. ey’re the ones who are hurting us!

G7
Pleasures

...fantasy is something that belongs to women...
ere’s life and there’s life. And there’s a big difference. If a person’s satisfied in life then he can have
a little fantasy. And fantasy is something that belongs to women. you get fantasies and love from life,
and mistakes and everything. But I don’t worry about it. It’s all in praise of God. I have a son and a
husband and I let it all go. let the will of God be done.
I don’t steal. I’d like to but I just can’t. I’ve never been able to. ey gave me everything. I told
fortunes myself.
I read people’s fortunes from their faces, from their heads...
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Where is my skirt
with all the world’s flowers
(kaj sy miri podźi)

lord, where is my skirt, 
of red and white , 
with all the world’s flowers?
Who was it that ripped it to shreds?
Where is it, tell me?
God, it was pretty, 
how could I forget it?

My white, red and green woods, 
my black nights, 
midnights
do not remember,
and do not know
if a village girl,
or Gypsy girl
has my skirt
and laughs and sings!

God, how I sewed!
Dear God, how I planned!
Faraway  in the hills, in the valleys I stop,
looking here, looking there:
where is my skirt
of red, white and black
with all the world’s flowers?

I cry out: what happened?
Did you want to lose my skirt?
It’s there, it still is,
But so very old.
long ago, when I was sewing my skirt,
it fell out my hands,
I was so very tired.
But I awoke again and I tell you, lord,
I will find it again.

1970
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I come to you
(me jawjom ki tume)

I did not come to ask for food.
I come for you to believe in me.
I did not come to ask for wealth.
I come so you can give it all away.
I come to you from ragged tents.
which the wind has torn and taken our water.
I ask you all, the old people too,
the smallest children and beautiful girls,
please build houses as silver as tents
that glisten in the woods, cold-white with rime.
I did not come to ask for wealth.
I come for you to take me in, 
and not let the black night
take our broad daylight..

1953

„Papusza”

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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Grodno was a few kilometres from the camp. Walking, of course.
In the 1920s Grodno was already quite a large city. It had around 60,000 inhabitants (60% were Polish,
37% were Jewish and 3% were Belarusians). ey had telephone, electricity (from 1912), an iron bridge
(1909), several schools and a theatre. e Orthodox Church dated from the twelh century, there was
a parish church, two castles and a synagogue.
It is crowded at the market. ere are people shouting, encouraging, enticing. People try to sell anything
they can. ey sell Virgin Marys and Jesuses with the Apostles, sunflower seeds, bunion cream, bits of
wood, boot polish, pots and pans, whetstones and candles. you can buy bast shoes, potato baskets and
chairs at the market and you can even have your tooth pulled while you wait (there are photos in the ar-
chives that attest to this). Somebody tells stories about bandits,  brigands, dragons and naughty children
whose mothers have thrown them out. Gypsy women read people’s fortunes from cards or from their
palms. ey tell people what will happen tomorrow, in ten years time’ or in a hundred years from now.
ey see the future, the good deeds and the bad. ey make the sign of the cross on the palms of their
client’s hands with coins they have just received from them. ey say, “Only God know the whole
truth, Gypsies only know what’s in the cards”.
Papusza is quick and slick and her pockets are soon full. Apples, potatoes, tobacco. Her slight figure lets
her go unnoticed but, thankfully, it also keeps her from getting beaten by her stepfather when she
returns to camp.
She twists around the market stalls and bends down to talk to every mangy dog she sees on her way.
ere is a dancing bear in the middle of the market. Bears were banned from entering towns at the end
of the nineteenth century so seeing one now is a rare occasion indeed. e academy at Smorgonie (now
Smarhon’) where they trained the bears is now closed. (At the academy a Gypsy would lead a bear cub
into a room with a red-hot ceramic floor. As he started to play his fiddle the bear cub would jump up
onto his gaiter-clad hind paws to stop his bare front paws being scorched and burnt.)
Papusza had already heard that you could learn letters in school. She spotted a group of children with
some books that day so she ran up to them 
“ey tried chasing me away. ey said I was a thief, I was the plague. Not everyone is noble. And you
can’t escape from what you hear and what you see. It goes in your ears and eyes on its own. What could
I do but suffer humbly”.
She stood under the school windows for half a day.
“When the children came out, I got the courage up to ask them to show me some letters.”
ey agreed but not for free..

GGG

Papusza was taught to steal by her mother.
It was simple. “A handful of seeds, maybe breadcrumbs were thrown onto the ground with her le
hand and the chickens came to eat. When they got close and were busy eating, the Gypsy woman
twisted the neck of the nearest chicken with her right hand as quick as a flash. She grabbed the chicken
from the top and then pressed it to the ground. e throttled bird was then thrown into a hiding place
which had already been prepared beforehand.  e criminal then moved onto the next bird as the
chickens didn’t notice anything as they were still busy eating. likewise, the criminal was taken and
caught by complete surprise,” according to the public prosecutor’s report of 1964.
Papusza was four years old when she twisted a chicken’s neck. “I wrapped myself a bundle, I stole my
mother’s cards and walked for four kilometres and then I got lost. A farmer found me, put me on his
cart and took me to the village. I saw lots of chickens pecking away in his yard. I grabbed one of them,
wrapped it in a piece of cloth and choked it to death”.
“e world is a simple place,” explains Papusza, “What grows in the fields was sown by God; what pecks
and clucks grows by the will of God for all of us. God made lots of chickens, enough even for the Gypsies”.

apusza will never forget the day she began learning to read. She talks about it
and smiles (so much so that you can clearly hear the smile in her voice in the old
radio recording).

Her mother always woke her up at sunrise. little Papusza would get up, leave her
tent and straighten her crumpled skirt. 
She doesn’t remember if her mother did her pigtails that day and smoothed down
the hair on her head. ere was little tenderness. As Papusza herself says, “Her life
was too hard to cuddle me as I was the oldest”. But she does remember her mother
repeating: “you can’t waste an opportunity. A Gypsy girl is not allowed to come
back to camp empty-handed. She lectured Papusza saying, “you need to be sly and
false”.
Papusza put an apron on her skirt. She sewed it herself with a simple stitch. Two
empty ‘cutpurse pockets’ hung down attached to the apron with string. is was to
keep things protected, to keep the loot from the skirt. A woman is unclean from the
waist down and anything that even touches the skirt is deemed unclean. Even though
the taboo did not affect Papusza yet (she was only ten, perhaps twelve at the time), it
was always better to protect yourself.
Old people and children stayed in the camp. And the men. ey said that God
created men on Sunday with hands of different lengths. All you have to do is stretch
out your hands to the le and you will see that the right hand only reaches the elbow
of the le hand. It is obvious that no one with hands like can work.
at meant that making ends meet depended on the cra and guile of Gypsy wo-
men.
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„Papusza”
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Song
(gilori)

Aer many years, 
maybe soon, maybe sooner,
your hands will find my song.
Where did it come from?
In a day or in a dream?
And you will remember and think of
me,
was it all a tale
or was it for real?
And then my songs 
and everything
will pass away and be forgotten.

1952

„Papusza”
Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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GGG

One chicken, one lesson.
Papusza waited for the children aer school. ey would draw letters in the
sand with a stick or on a dirty piece of newspaper with a charcoaled bit of
wood. “A, B, C  and all the other letters. Just like in those basic school bo-
oks”.
is went on for several days until the children got bored.
Papusza then remembered there was a shop near the market where she would
sometimes buy sweets. It was a dark, long shop with lots of lights at the en-
trance. Behind the counter stood a shop assistant, a Jewess. 
“I took a newspaper with me and asked if she could show me how to read.
She told me to bring her a nice, fat chicken for the Sabbath and buy a school
reading book”.
e lessons were short and always took place aer the shop had closed.
Papusza’s mother was not happy when she found out. She said, “ose book
are good for nothing, you’ll poison your brain with them. at’s where all
the stupidity comes from”.
My stepfather beat me.
“e Gypsies in the camp spat on me. ey pointed their fingers at me and
laughed: ‘Well, well, who’s going to be a teacher?! What do you need all that
learning for?’ ey ripped the pages out of my reading book page by page
and threw them in the fire. ey didn’t understand that you have to do things
for yourself to get by. And now I have my own signature. I don’t sign my
name with an ‘X’. I’m proud that a stupid Gypsy girl like me can read. I went
into the forest and cried and then I did my own thing again”.
She was a quick learner.
“I learnt how to do it in a few weeks. e Jewish shop assistant kissed me be-
cause I was that quick. (Papusza smiles again). I was good at reading, but not
at writing because I didn’t write much and I didn’t know if it would come in
useful in the future. And then I was fourteen and my stepfather took me on
the River Niemen. He played in the Dyźka orchestra, he had a fiddle and a
double bass. We sailed on a river boat. I began telling people’s fortunes. I was
reading a book, I can’t remember the title, and an elegant lady came up to
me and said, ‘A Gypsy girl that can read? Very nice!’
I laughed like a child and had tears in my eyes. She asked me lots of questions
and I answered. She then kissed me and walked away. I was so proud and so
I kept on reading. I read so much that my eyes hurt. I read good books, bad
books. I had no idea what I should read”.
She signed up to the library.
“In Mikulince near Przeworsk I borrowed a book but it wasn’t very nice, it
was for children, fairy stories and I didn’t want to go anymore but a woman
who I had gone to see advised me to take out Hrabina Cosel (e Countess
Cosel), Pan Tadeusz (Sir addeus, Poland’s national epic poem) and e
Bread Peddler. 

I borrowed and read lots of books from the people I told fortunes to: Tarzan
of the Apes, e Bondman (by Hall Caine), and Piękna Siostra (Beautiful
Sister by Witold Gutowski). But my favourite were stories about knights and
stories of true love.

Angelika Kuźniak 
The author of “Marlene”
(Czarne Publishing, 2009)
and “Papusza” 
(Czarne Publishing, 2013)
and co-author of two pieces
in Włodzimierz Nowak’s
“Obwód Głowy”
(Circumference of the Head),
nominated for the Polish
NIKE Literary Prize in 2008.
She received three 
Grand Press awards 
and has been nominated 
for a Polish-German
Journalist Award 
on numerous occasions. 
In 2010, she won 
the Barbara Łopieńska
Award for her interview 
with Herta Müller.
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From the left: Papusza, 
Dionizy Wajs, 
Papusza’s husband, 
and Edward Czarnecki
Photograph courtesy of the Polish
National Digital Archive/the private
collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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Gypsy Song 
from the head of Papusza
(gili romani Papuszakre szerestyr
utchody)

In the woods I grew like a golden bush,
in a Gypsy tent I entered the world,
like a small, wild mushroom.
I love fire like I love my own heart.
Gales and winds
rocked the baby Gypsy
into the big, wide world.

e rains washed the tears away, 
the golden sun, my Gypsy father,
gently warmed me up 
and sweetly bronzed my heart.

I did not draw strength from the source of blue,
only rinsed my eyes...
e bear roams the woods
like a silver moon,
the wolf fears fire,
does not bite Gypsies.

e Gypsy girl wanders long round the woods,
a Gypsy horse neighs,
wakes the strangers,
brings joy to Gypsy hearts.
A squirrel on a Gypsy hut
nibbles on a nut.

How lovely life is,
to hear it all!
How lovely it is
to see it all!

How lovely it is
to pick  sweet berries
like Gypsy teardrops!
How lovely it is,
at Easter to hear birdsong!

How lovely it is beside a tent,
when a girl sings a song,
a fire rages strong!
How lovely it is, to hear from afar
Easter songbirds sing,
babbling babies, and dancing and singing

boys and girls.

How lovely it is,
to walk riverwards at night
catch cold fish with 
cold wet hands!

How lovely it is to pick mushrooms wild,
carry love, 
and bake spuds in the fire...
e Gypsy horse waits on the grass,
and the cart is ready for the road...

How lovely are the nights without sleep,
to listen to the frogs in chorus!
In the sky the Seven Sisters,
and the Gypsy Hunter
help the Gypsies tell fortunes for all,
and our silver moon, 
the father of our Indian forefathers,
brings us light,
and looks in the tent to peek at our children,
gives light and helps a Gypsy mum,
to change the nappy of her baby son. 

How lovely it is to look at the sky,
And collect all the shades of blue in your heart!
How lovely it is,
for dark eyes to kiss a dark-skinned face!

How lovely it is when the wood murmurs
and he sings me his song.
How lovely it is when the rivers away,
and brings joy to my heart.
How lovely it is to gaze into river depths 
and open up your heart.

No one understands me, 
like the woods and the waters understand me.
What I tell you now,
everything and all disappeared an age ago
and everything and all has taken it all
and all my younger years.

1950/1951„Papusza”Papusza and Karol Siwak.
Photograph courtesy of the Polish
National Digital Archive/the private
collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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Papusza with her family: Papusza’s
husband, Dionizy Wajs is sitting 
on the left.
Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital
Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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of our culture. I think if Papusza had lived today
she would have been one of them. 

Roman Kwiatkowski, 
Chairman of the Roma People
Association in Poland
Szero Rom (head of the Polish Roma) asked if there
were any witnesses? ere were no witnesses
Today, Papusza would have been a role model, so-
meone like Edward Dębicki. 
Papusza was not cursed and thrown out. I think
the hearsay about her been forced out was simply
untrue, there were rumours, nothing more. She
had an audience with Szero Rom (head of the Po-
lish Roma) who asked if there were any witnesses?
He was told that there were no witnesses only some
Gadjo ‘papers’, as he called them, which were of
no worth at all. He dismissed the case against Pa-
pusza.
But the rumours had a life of their own.
Papusza was very sensitive and very forthright.
And she was innocent and always had good inten-
tions. At least, that’s my opinion.
I read Angelika Kuźniak’s “Papusza” as a Roma
and I found it very moving. I remember the camp
and thanks to the book I returned to the memories
of my childhood. My heartfelt congratulations to
the author on her book, even though it describes
Roma culture from a non-Roma perspective. We
deplore domestic violence in our culture. Of course,
you might have an isolated case of a Roma man
beating a woman but this is not the norm. It would
be like me saying that all Polish men beat their
women because I once saw a Polish man beating
his wife.
Nowadays I wonder whether we have Papusza to
thank for the fact that our settling in Poland was
so peaceful, compared to other countries. No one
ever threw us in prison like that did in Hungary,
for example.
Papusza suffered in her lifetime but perhaps there
always has to be a victim for others to be able to
live better. She took a great step forward for all of
us and did not consider what the repercussions
might be. I do not think Ficowski actually really
understood romanipen but he never wanted to
harm Papusza, that’s certain.
When I was a child, I heard the rumours about
Papusza, people talked about her in the camp. I
remember people saying that she betrayed the Ro-

mani language but to understand all of this you
really had to live in those times. e Roma were
trying to pick themselves up aer the dramatic los-
ses of WWII. ey were afraid for their future.
People whispered that the state was going to open
up special camps for them. Papusza was exonerated
in the end, thanks to Ficowski. He was an extremely
intelligent person. 
I think that the young generation would have been
extremely proud of their poet Papusza had she
lived today.  
AD VOCEM

Angelika Kuźniak, 
author of “Papusza” 
I judge no one
When I was writing the book I thought it would
be a story for a small readership. A story about a
Gypsy poet who became very ill towards the end
of her life. It seems, however, that the book can be
read in various ways. Some people interpret it as a
story about disillusioned love, others focus on the
harrowing events that took place in Wołyń, the
place where the Wajs camp was hiding during
WWII. Others will see hope in the wonderful coe-
xistence of Poles and Gypsies before the war. ere
will also be those who will feel unfulfilled by the
book and want to read more about Gypsies.
Some Roma have come to see me but it doesn’t
happen oen. I get moving letters from Gypsy wo-
men who completely understand what happened
to Papusza and are very proud of her. ey thank
me for not judging anyone in the book and sho-
wing both sides of the story. ere are those, ho-
wever, who say that what I wrote about Papusza is
untrue. But I give Papusza her own voice in the
book taking advantage primarily of what she wrote
in her diary, her letters to Julian Tuwin and Jerzy
Ficowski amongst others as well as her radio and
press interviews.
What more reliable sources could I have used?
e world I write about no longer exists. e people
who knew Papusza before the war are no longer
with us but I did speak to the people she knew
aer the war. My preparation for the book amo-
unted to over 500 pages of notes, hundreds of press
articles, dozens of interviews and hours of recor-
dings. I included a detailed bibliography at the end
of “Papusza” where I give all my sources including
two books written by Edward Dębicki.

Interviews by Justyna Pobiedzińska
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„Papusza”
cursed?

What do Polish Roma circles think of Papusza today? 
Did the poet genuinely betray her people? 
Was she really cursed? Does Angelika Kuźniak’s book
about Papusza dispel all the doubts we have about her? 
Edward Dębicki, 
musician, composer 
You should drink water from the source, 
then it is clean
Papusza would have been accepted as she was back
then, but perhaps more so. I am sure she would
have been even more popular and would have
known even more people, but she was popular and
well respected then. It’s not true that she was cursed.
Everybody in our camp respected her.
Our problem today is not a loosening of morals,
but that many people pretend to be Gypsies who
are not. ey do us a great disservice and harm by
the things they make up and the untruths they
spread. I’m an old man now and I have to defend
all our dos and don’ts, otherwise we will lose our-
selves.
you should drink water from the source, then you
know it is clean. e further down the water flows,
the dirtier it gets. It’s the same with us. If someone
had come to me, to the source, to ask about Papu-
sza, they would have got the truth. But if you have
people talking about Papusza who never actually
saw her with their own two eyes then you are going
to get mistakes. For example, Karol Parno Gierliń-
ski, who is not even a proper Gypsy, talks about
Papusza in Angelika Kuźniak’s book.
We have to defend ourselves against these incon-
sistencies and lies. at is why I have decided to
write a book about Papusza. She was my aunt and
I spent a great deal of time with her in the camp. I
already have a title: “Papusza. True Story”. I feel

like someone has trodden on my toes and I have
to do something about it. ere are some events in
Kuźniak’s “Papusza” which leave me speechless.
Who ever heard of my uncle Dyźko beating aunt
Papusza with a stick?! Or kissing her feet? Or being
a drunkard?
Papusza was a good artist, but she was also known
for being a compulsive liar and was well known
for it in our camp. e family were aggrieved at
her for ‘colouring’ the truth. But you will be able to
read about it in my book. 

Karolina Kwiatkowska-
-Stankiewicz 
I pity her for her naïvety
What Papusza did, that is write poetry, was unheard
of among the Roma at that time. Roma self-aware-
ness has moved on since then and we now know
and understand so much more, we are now helping
to build the world around us through various in-
stitutions and numerous social programmes that
help the Roma.
Papusza was naïve in her goodness. She did not
have any bad intentions, she only wanted to show
people what she was feeling. I pity her for her
naïvety.
Today, there are lots of poets among us: Izolda
Kwiek, Edward Dębicki, Karol Parno Gierliński.
And they are all published. ey are able to write
and it’s normal. Everyone understands that through
their work we are able to see the richness and beauty
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Never again will I roam
where Gypsies once made their home
(me na dźawa pre do droma,
karik tradenys charga Roma)

So you wanted to get to know my life,
true tales about the Gypsy life?
I know you will not believe me,
but, please, listen to me and my song
and know that not even a word is wrong.

I sing like a mother crying with her children.
No more will I go to the black woods, 
believe me, I would rather die, 
than wander where the Gypsies wandered.
ose roads are cursed!
Poor Gypsy babies grew up there.
I will not tell you where I roamed.
I have become a little wiser
In my older years.

Never again will I roam
where in the dark night Gypsies made their
home.
Children listened out, straining their ears, for
them they were 
the singing night birds of the dead.

Roads, roads, routes!
Black, twisted roots!
It is hard to describe,
what it is like to live under the sky
like the Gypsies in the woods.
I hope the old roads that took us everywhere
disappear and go, 
the way the winds would blow.

North, south, east and west, everywhere in the
wilderness
there is nothing, only a dried leaf,
and the fear that the children will freeze.
So how can I walk those ways,
the roads the Gypsies roamed?

Our life was strange, you know.
But the Gypsy would never swap his life for
another.
So many years they lived
in the black woods,
taking the roads and routes around the world,
black horses, grey horses clop to the sound

of our songs on the stones underneath their
hooves.
Our barefoot children le footprints behind.
And though they were bitten by poverty,
they were happier than ever,
like birds in the leaves
under the green-tinted sunshine of May.
Oh, for the life of wandering, the life of
roaming!
A caravan rolls past with Gypsies roaming!
e wheels of the caravans are rattling and
creaking, 
dogs are barking, the horses in the woods are
nickering,
and the wind carries the sounds of the woods.
People lock their houses, peep out from doors
ajar,
they run us out as they hear us coming from
afar.
Our children ask and beg the villagers for
bread,
it looks like they are better off dead.
Moving, moving, is our rule of thumb
and hope that we might find a morsel or
crumb.

If only God could give us a pitch black night, 
so I could fill a pot and cook it right.
Please God, do not let it rain
so I can use my ragged tent again.
We have no drinking water and no warm
bread,
only the wind and the rain keeps us fed.

ere is no road, 
a poor Gypsy will not tread,
whether down to the le, or up to the right,
to avoid the stares of strangers.
at is how the Gypsies lived.
But cursed are those roads!
I will never go down those roads!
Even though I love woods and woodland song,
and everything that lives and grows.

1952

„Papusza”

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska
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❞

A Man 
of Variety

G He was a poet and researcher 
of other cultures, he painted 

and had a beautiful singing voice
G He was also the man 

who discovered Papusza 
G Who was Jerzy Ficowski?

Justyna Dąbrowska talks to 
Elżbieta Ficowska, the poet’s wife.

Photograph courtesy of the Polish National Digital Archive/the private collection of Elżbieta Ficowska

„Papusza”
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of the fact that the Gypsies didn’t have a written history of their own and if he didn’t re-
member and write down the atrocities of the war, then it would die with him.

Because no one would do it for him?
Exactly. In fact, the things that he wrote about in his book “Gypsies on the Roads of
Poland” were unique. But there are two sides to every story. On the one hand, everything
that Jerzy wrote will be remembered for ever, but on the other hand, there are some
Gypsies who would happily cut Ficowski’s throat for writing everything down. ere are
probably more people now who are grateful for what he did although there was a lot of re-
sentment to begin with. Culture and morals change so quickly nowadays and if we didn’t
write things down they would be lost forever. Now they have it recorded for generations
to come.

Between 1948 and 1951 Jerzy Ficowski wandered around Poland with Gypsies. He es-
caped to a Gypsy camp to get away from the communist security services who tried to
recruit him. ey made his life a misery. He wrote: “I was given a tent, duvet, pillow
and I spent my time writing about the Wołyń massacre. at is I how met the Gypsies.
at is how the great friendship began, and the animosity”.(3)
e book was the conclusion of those writings. He stayed with them, observed them,
wrote things down and drew his conclusions. ere are different kinds of researchers.
Some need to plough through shelves of books, then digest and mull over what they have
read in order to write a book. Meanwhile Jerzy had to experience everything firsthand. He
had to go inside a culture, see it and feel everything for himself.

Did he talk about the price he paid? I tried to imagine his life with the Gypsies, in their
community. He said he was a loner, aer all. How did he manage to live with them and
be with them uninterrupted all the time?
He was so young then! (laughter) He was so enchanted and fascinated by their otherness...

He was in love, wasn’t he?
Of course he was. When Jerzy became involved in something, he did it completely. Just
like the writer Bruno Schulz. His research was always careful and meticulous like collecting
breadcrumbs to make a pyramid.

Jerzy Ficowski was the first person to do research on the massacre of the Gypsies. He
wrote: “Aer the war, I decided to collect information about the Holocaust. I knew they
would not do it themselves because of all their internal conflicts, their fragmented nature
and their aversion to looking back. I wrote letters to newspapers asking people to contact
me if they had witnessed the murder of Gypsies”.(4)
at’s right. No one talked about the murder of the Gypsies during the Holocaust. People
talked and wrote about the Jewish Holocaust; the Jewish people are of course the People of
the Book with a great written history. e Gypsies, meanwhile, did not keep written
histories so Jerzy wrote for them and argued with those people who claimed the Holocaust
did not affect the Gypsies. e Holocaust did affect the Gypsies just as much as it affected
the Jews. e Gypsies died for being Gypsies in the same way that the Jews died for being
Jewish. No other nations were persecuted like this.

I was most impressed with the testimony of one of the witnesses of the Holocaust and
the feelings of guilt...
“I have not managed to save a single life, I have not been able to stop one bullet, so I
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“My life is like the bushes in my grandfather’s garden”.(1) I really liked that
comparison. It was so tangible, so symbolic. It makes me think of a wild rose
bush which has had exquisite varieties graed on to it. A well-rooted and
strong, wild bush with an explosion of colourful roses. It really is a beautiful
metaphor. What does it mean to you?
Everything. Jerzy was a man who had a variety of interests and passions. On the
surface they seemed completely different but they were very compatible. He was
fascinated by insects, moths, butterflies but also painting, poetry and singing.
Few people know that Jerzy had an amazing and powerdul voice for someone so
slight.

Did he sing at home?
He sang beautifully, almost like the opera singer Ładysz. He had an incredibly
strong voice. He said that when he started singing during a school play, people
would stop and stare. His mother wanted him to become a musician because he
had perfect pitch. Music certainly was one of his great passions but it was not the
only one. He was such a beautiful painter. Here’s one of his pictures, one of
many. He wrote, he was a poet and a researcher of other cultures.

I get the impression that the common denominator in all his passions was
sensitivity and empathy...
yes, he once told me that if he hadn’t been such a frail and sickly child and
would have spent all his time outside kicking a ball he would probably have
never become interested in all those things. While his friends played football, he
spent his time on the grass with his butterfly net looking at beetles.

Looking at people as well! He spent his time talking to young Gypsies who
oen sang to him for a penny or two.
He was already interested in Gypsies before the war. He was fascinated by their
otherness, because he was an ‘other’ also.

I recall that much-quoted story of Jerzy Ficowski standing in a Warsaw street
during the war in 1940 in front of a Nazi poster which called on people to im-
mediately hand over Gypsies. Jerzy Ficowski stands there reading, taking
notes for posterity but is unable to finish as a policeman approaches and he
has to run away. He was sixteen at the time. Aer the war he manages to find
the poster in a antique shop and buy it.
at was so typical of Jerzy. He gave in to all his fascinations but he was in it for
the long term. Unlike me, for example. I start off thinking I can move mountains
but as time goes by I give up. Jerzy was completely loyal to his passions, some to
the end of his life. Gypsies, for example. It was something more than mere fasci-
nation for their otherness. He was genuinely concerned for them. Above all, he
was interested in Gypsies because they have always been persecuted, they have
forever been worse off. It was this that he rebelled against.

He was famous for saying: “I am he who is beaten”.(2)
yes. When he was asked whether he’s a Gypsy or Jew, he said: “If they beat Jews,
I’m a Jew; if they beat Gypsies, I’m a Gypsy”. To this day, many people are con-
vinced he’s Jewish, others think he’s a Gypsy. It didn’t matter either way to him.
If you think about the Nazi poster he saw during the war, he was acutely aware

„Cyganie 
na polskich drogach”
(Gypsies on Polish 
roads)
by Jerzy Ficowski
Published by Nisza, 2013

„Demony cudzego strachu”
(Demons of a 
Foreign Fear)
by Jerzy Ficowski
Published by Nisza, 2013
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confessed everything”. I told them that she was not the traitor but they did not believe
me. Papusza was oversensitive and prone to break down easily. Her oversensitivity was
her weakness but it was also her strength, the fountain from which her poetry flowed.(7)
Papusza already had problems long before she met Jerzy, long before that point.

She was fragile?
She was very fragile. Had she been strong she wouldn’t have written poetry. No other
Gypsy woman wrote poetry. But as we know, that doesn’t only apply to Gypsies but to
artists in general. No well-balanced person becomes an artist.

Was Jerzy Ficowski well-balanced?
Being an artist is always recompense for a deficiency of some kind. As Jerzy said himself,
he was weak, frail and sickly so became interested in poetry. I think that if someone is
fulfilled then they won’t be oversensitive, they won’t write poetry and they won’t paint.
Why would they?

How did he react to Papusza’s breakdown and her time in hospital?
He saw that she was in pain and that was so hard for him. He was so sorry for her, he
worried about her. But let’s not forget that she also had good moments. I went with him
once to visit Papusza in Gorzów. She was surrounded by Gypsies in her flat and in fine
form, then.
But something unpleasant took place at around the same time. Andrzej Mirga, a Gypsy
scholar, and a Gypsy himself, took us to see an American film director Greg Kowalski who
was doing a film about Papusza. Jerzy confided in him. It later turned out that Kowalski’s
film, “e Story of a Gypsy”, painted a very different picture of Jerzy, as the person who
brought misfortune on Papusza and on the Gypsies of Poland.

What did Jerzy Ficowski think about the fact that the song “Jadą wozy kolorowe” (Here
Come the Colourful Caravans) was a hit?
at reminds me of a story. A journalist once asked Papusza: “When you sit down to write
poetry what do you feel when the inspiration comes? What’s it like?” She sat there thinking
and mulling it over and finally said, “you know, when I see money, I get inspired”.
Now to the song... It was the late seventies. We didn’t have any money at all and Jerzy
started to write songs. He wrote them but did absolutely nothing with them because he
hated doing it. He said that he wrote the songs with a different pen and would snap it in
half and throw it away when he finished and then go back to his ‘real’ work. He wrote lots
of songs, which were actually very beautiful and poetic, put them in a briefcase, gave them
to me and said, “ere you go. Do what you want with them now”. I walked around with
that briefcase trying to sell those songs. I met Stefan Rembowski in the end and I remember
the meeting very well. He wrote the music to the song but he had no one to sing it. ey
eventually convinced the famous Polish singer Maryla Rodowicz to sing it and it became
an incredible success. And we started to make money. I remember Rembowski saying,
“Jerzy, if only we had signed a royalties agreement with the Soviet songwriter’s guild, we’d
be driving white Mercedes now”. It was a massive hit in the USSR.

So those “Colourful Caravans” helped you ride along?
It helped us make ends meet and in the end we were able to finish building our house in
the woods.

But then hard times struck again when Jerzy Ficowski became involved in the democratic
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wander the cemeteries that are not there looking for words that do not exist
running to help those who no longer call for belated help wanting to make it in
time even though it the time has passed”.(5) 
He fought with a tremendous sense of guilt. He carried it with him all the time.
Aer all, it took him many, many years to write “A Reading of Ashes”. He didn’t
just sit down one day and write the whole thing. It tormented him his whole life.
It was the same with the Roma Holocaust. 

Not all witnesses are like that.
yes, I know. Not everyone is the same. you have to remember that we have ac-
counts from many Jews who survived the Holocaust. Not everyone is the same.

Why did he feel so responsible for everyone?
He wrote: “War is nothingness that sucks in everything with fire and flame.
My unspeakable command is to not let it get the better of us all. If I am able to
resurrect anything of the things that are dear to me, I’ll be happy. I wholly
negate the omnivorous nature of the power of destruction. e most horrendous
experience of my life was the Jewish Holocaust in Poland. Being a witness, who
may not even be present during the experience, still obliges us to act. You cannot
just swallow it all and walk on. You cannot”.(6)
at’s exactly how he felt. As simple as that, even though we know full well that
he couldn’t stop any of the bullets...

at must have been a great burden. You sometimes have to give yourself the
right to not remember. Otherwise, it must be so difficult to live every day...
Let’s return to the Gypsies. Nowadays, we talk a lot about multicultural dia-
logue, you can even take degrees in it, but Jerzy Ficowski was a real forerunner
of this kind of dialogue, dialogue that crosses borders, cultures and religions.
He had a dream that in our house in the woods he would one day build a chapel
dedicated to all religions. He dreamt of harmony that would allow all of us to be
together. I was reminded of that dream at his funeral because there was a mix of
religious leaders there. He would have liked that. 
He was interested in Gypsies, Jews and anyone who was oppressed. at was his
motivation for being a part of the opposition movement during communist
times. He felt an obligation to take action against oppression like any decent
person should. He couldn’t turn his back on the workers that were being beaten
up... 

Let’s go back to that in a minute. Can I ask something about Papusza? Nisza
Publishers have reprinted her poems and Czarne Publishers have recently
published Angelika Kuźniak’s “Papusza” and there is also the Krauze film
about her. Papusza has returned. Many people feel that her life story was a
tragedy and quote the words: “If she had never learnt to read and write, her
life would have been a happy one”. What did Jerzy Ficowski think years later
when he saw what had happened?
He didn’t realise the price Papusza really paid. Nobody did. When he finally un-
derstood her personal tragedy it was too late for him to do anything about it.

He wrote: e Gypsy elders were looking for the person who had betrayed their
secrets. ey found Papusza. “You professed your songs to him, and to him you
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believe it! at wasn’t a time when you just slammed the phoned down on a
communist government minister and refused to go on a specially- organised
banquet.

at must have really impressed you?
Incredibly! I feel like a life-long student of Jerzy’s. I think I had a remarkable
home as a child and then I met Jerzy who taught me so very much and set the
bar so high.

He taught you to be true to yourself? 
yes. My foster mother first taught me that, then Jerzy. you know what was good
about our relationship?

Tell me.
Any other normal woman who wouldn’t have had enough money to buy food to
eat would have given him a hard time. But we always stayed together in the
difficult times. I never made it hard for him and never begrudged him anything.

You loved each other, it was as simple as that.
Most certainly.

Jerzy Ficowski said on radio: “What is most important in life is love and frien-
dship with all its implications. And creative unrest.”(9) Did you feel that that
was important in your life?
yes, I did. I was never jealous of his work, or that his work took my place. I
always knew that I was the most important thing in his life and I was so lucky to
actually feel it.

You were lucky. It’s not oen that that happens.
I know. I had it in my childhood with my foster mother, the conviction that I
was the most important person in the world for her even though she had her
own children. And then I felt it with Jerzy. 
I was always the first person to read his poetry. He didn’t just sit down and write
a poem. you know what it’s like, don’t you?

“Writing poetry is a ceremonial moment.”(10)
I remember Jerzy writing a poem and coming to show it to me. I was doing the
ironing at the time.

He waits in anticipation to see what you will say?
yes. I was usually amazed with what I read but sometimes I would say, “you
know what... something grates here”. He would walk away furious, walk into his
room and slam the door  behind him. Two hours go by, he comes out of his
room and ask, “What do you think of it now?”

A real partnership?
yes, exactly.

So what is it like without him?
It’s terrible, it’s terrible without him. It’s worse than terrible. Do you know why?
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opposition. In 1971 he wrote an open letter condemning the communist,
government-backed Anti-Jewish campaign and in December 1975 he sig-
ned “Memoriał 59” condemning changes to the Polish Constitution. He
later joined the Worker’s Defence Committee and was put on a black list
and censored.
We had to get by somehow so I started writing. We were completely broke. I
woke up, Jerzy was still asleep, as was Ania. I thought to myself, “My God, I
don’t even have anything to give my daughter for breakfast. What am I going
to do?” I phoned the Polish Society of Authors and Composers to ask if they
had anything, maybe a hundred złoty or something... e royalties lady said,
“yes, you have a little in your account. One and a half million złoty”. “What?!”
I shouted, “What for?” She started reading out the titles of all my fairy stories!
I had absolutely no idea that they had made me so much money.

Jerzy Ficowski did not complain about being censored, did he? He said, “I
was put on the black list in 1976. I could not publish anything and if my
name was ever in print it was always dragged through the dirt. But parado-
xically, it was an incredibly fruitful time for me. I felt free of all constraints.
For the first time ever, I did not have to camouflage my writing or use me-
taphor for the sake of the authorities. I was relaxed and free. I was writing
“Gryps” and “Errata” at the time, I had just finished “A Reading of Ashes”
and I translated Itzhak Katzenelson’s “Song of the Murdered Jewish People”.
He was the very antithesis of an activist. He was simply a good man. And
that meant not hiding his head in the sand when asked to speak out. He be-
lieved that we should not stay silent when certain lines are crossed. He was
both courageous and composed, knowing when to protest and at the same
time not worrying about the consequences of his actions. 
He felt a need to be uncompromising and to be painfully honest. is need
was so strong that he simply couldn’t have imagined any other way of living.
I’ll give you an example. When our daughter Ania was born we had nowhere
to live. Jerzy went to the Writer’s Union to ask about getting a flat. It was just
aer the events of 1968. He gets a call from the Union who tell him that a flat
has become available. It was Arnold Słucki’s old flat. On hearing that, Jerzy
says that he will under no condition take a flat from an evicted Jewish writer!
His friends came round trying to convince him to take the flat because so-
meone’s going to take it anyway because Arnold had le. “let them take it,”
said Jerzy, “I certainly won’t take the flat of a friend who has been thrown
out the country”. at’s what he was like.
When Jerzy’s “letter to Marc Chagall” was published in Paris, it was a major
event. It was a limited edition and the first time Chagall had illustrated anyt-
hing other than the Bible. e then (communist) Minister of Culture phoned
up Jerzy and said, “We are so proud and happy that such an extraordinary
cultural event will be taking place. So much so that we are organising a
banquet at the Polish Embassy in Paris. We have invited Chagall and we are,
of course, inviting you, Mr Ficowski.  A courier will be over right away to
bring you a passport”. I was listening on the other phone and was so curious
as to what Jerzy will say. He just stood there listening in silence, aer which
he said, “Mr Minister, sir, if I want to go to Paris, I will go to Paris as myself,
as Jerzy Ficowski and not in the service of the People’s Republic of Poland
and all its dirty dealings”. He then slammed the phone down. I couldn’t
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Elzbieta Ficowska
- Polish social activist, educator, author 
of books for children who seemed under
the name Elizabeth Bussold. 
In 2002-2006, President of the
Association of Children of the Holocaust.
She was born in the Warsaw Ghetto 
as Elizabeth Koppel, daughter 
of Josel and Heni home Rochman. 
On the initiative of Irena Sendler, 
a semi baby was taken to the Aryan side
in a wooden box, hidden on a car full 
of bricks. The "metric" is a silver spoon
engraved with the name and date 
of birth. 
Her mother died 3 November 1943 
in a camp in Poniatow together with 
all the prisoners of the camp. 
Her father died more than a year before
the Warsaw Umschlagplatz - shot on the
platform at the time, he refused to get
into the wagon moving to Auschwitz.
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When “Gypsies on the Roads of Poland” first came out nobody was very inte-
rested in the book. How did Jerzy react?
I think he felt unfulfilled. I think he had that sense of being unfulfilled all his life.
What I do now is to redress that balance. He never doubted what he was doing,
not for a moment, but it wasn’t a pleasant experience for him, that’s for sure. He
didn’t belong to any cliques, he wasn’t a media celebrity, he felt that what he did
should be seen for its own merits. It was, eventually.

He said: “With regards to poetry, I think I have walked my own paths, alone.
Will they grow over with grass? Will they be of any use to anyone? I do not
know. I continue to do my own thing regardless of the ridiculously unfavourable
circumstances that I have had to face. Without applause. And I will continue
to do so. It is a question of stubbornness. My dreams were always beyond my
means”.(11) Who was Jerzy Ficowski? An expert on Bruno Schulz? A Romani
scholar? A poet?
He was a man of variety. I’ll finish off with a story. I was at the cemetery one day,
at Jerzy’s grave. ere are lots of bird sculptures at his graveside. Birds were so
important in his poetry. A woman walks past with her little daughter who looks
at Jerzy’s grave and asks her mother whose grave it is. Her mother say that she
doesn’t know, some bird-fancier perhaps. Jerzy would have really liked that.

He was prepared for death. His epitaph reads, “On 9 May 2006  I, Jerzy Fi-
cowski, the undersigned removed to Eternity (or Nothingness, delete where ap-
propriate) and have ended my existence here, having undertaken nothing ac-
cording to the regulations of the Creator and the eternal practices of the
inhabitants of this ill-conceived and even more poorly managed earth. I ask
my nearest, and also my furthest, for the blessing of laughter and for the grace
of serenity rather than a sigh or sadness since nothing extraordinary has taken
place. For the fulfilment of this plea, I thank you in advance and apologise for
any inconvenience caused. Jerzy Ficowski, Warsaw, outside the bounds of time.

e following texts and recordings have been of immense help in the preparation
of this interview: “Nie zdołałem ocalić” [I did not manage to rescue]. Interview
with Lidia Ostałowska, Gazeta Wyborcza Magazine no. 240, “Żywot człowieka
pogranicza” [Life of a borderline man]. Interview with Marcin Niemojewski,
“Nowe Książki” no. 2/2000, “Poezja, która jest wielkim milczeniem” [Poetry which
is great silence]. Interview with Milena Wapińska, “Słowo Żydowskie” 11/2011,
Polish Radio recording, Jerzy Ficowski talking about himself.

Footnotes
(1) Lidia Ostałowska’s
interview with Jerzy
Ficowski, “Myślę, więc nie
ma mnie”, Gazeta Wyborcza
Magazine, no. 240.
(2) Piotr Pacewicz’s
interview with Elżbieta
Ficowska, “Pociąg osobowy”,
Agora 2012.
(3) Lidia Ostałowska’s
interview with Jerzy Ficowski
(see above)
(4) see no. (1)
(5) “A Reading of Ashes”,
Jerzy Ficowski.
(6) see no. (1)
(7) see no. (1)
(8) see no. (1)
(9) “Jerzy Ficowski talks
about himself”, Polish Radio.
(10) see no. (9)
(11) see no. (9)
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As you know, I had a foster mother who took me when she was a widow. I never
had a father and in a manner of speaking Jerzy was the answer to all my emotional
needs. My mother died in 1968 and my daughter Ania was born in 1969 so the
two events overlapped. Jerzy became a mother, father and partner to me. In a
word, the most important person in my life. 
I was the practical one in our relationship and I remember coming home one
day aer having bought some cushions. I walk in and Jerzy looks at me and says,
“What’s that?” I reply, “ey’re cushions.” “Where are they from?” he asks.
“ey’re from the shop,” I say. “Don’t tell me that the cushions are from the
shop,” he says. “So where do cushions come from?” I ask him. “Cushions should
always be at home,” he explains.

Cushions are born at home.
I was the person who bought cushions and the person who looked aer the
house. But there was also another side to it. I may have had to look aer the
house, but Jerzy was the adult in our home, the person who provided a sense of
security for us all. It may have been illusory but that’s how I felt. at’s why I
oen acted against my own instincts in the darkest times of communism. I
suspect that I would have never done the things I did had I not been convinced
that nothing bad could happen to me with Jerzy by my side. Suddenly I’m all
alone, I’ve had to grow up and I have to look aer myself now. 

He was your compass?
yes. at’s what I miss the most.

Now it is you who is trying to rescue him from being forgotten. Are you
trying to rescue his work?
I’m trying to rescue him, above all else. Not from being forgotten but from
death. I haven’t reconciled myself to the fact that he’s no longer here. He exists
somewhere out there. Every year, I organise a birthday party for him on 4 Sep-
tember. We had parties in the Warsaw cafés of “Żywiciel” and “Czuły Barba-
rzyńca”. Crowds of people turned up to read aloud their favourite poetry. We
toasted poetry. Aer he died, I took his watch, put it on and prayed that it
wouldn’t stop. Unfortunately, it stopped not so long ago.

At least it doesn’t speed along like your other watches...
I’ve kept the radio on all this time. look, it’s on standby. I crave some kind of
continuity.

Perhaps there is continuity in the fact that we are talking right now about the
publication of “Gypsies on the Roads of Poland”.
I do what I can to keep going. I’ll tell you about a dream I had. I dreamt that
Jerzy’s up there sitting on a cloud with an angel. e angel is holding a teaspoon
with some vitamins for Jerzy and I’m down here slaving away. If I stop Jerzy
won’t get those vitamins, so you see, I can’t stop. I have to keep working away.

And you’re still on that treadmill?
yes. Jerzy needs to get those vitamins, I have to do what I can for him to live, for
people to keep talking about him, for people to keep reading his work.
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Photo: Zbigniew Staszyszyn/PAP
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A poor Gypsy girl
(Me som Romni 'corori)

I am a poor Gypsy girl,
I have no luck, I have nothing.
I have a miserable life,
because I cannot read well
or write beautifully.
When I was little, 
I had the will, I had the heart,
to learn
to read and write.
How I wanted to 
sing Gypsy songs:

A Gypsy horse in a harness waits, 
before us a long road awaits...

How I wanted to
put together Gypsy verse
and write about the Gypsy life!
ey made life a living hell
and called us dogs.

Great, poor Gypsies!
How can you live in this world?
you cannot read, you cannot write,
ere will be no one le,
and death will take every last one of you.
And you will leave nothing behind.
But I can write, as best I can,
and sometimes through tears,
but I will something behind,
and the world will know me and remember
that there was once a Gypsy girl
unhappy and poor
who wanted to read and write 
and sing Gypsy songs:

A Gypsy horse in a harness waits, 
before us a long road awaits.
Come on horse, on the road we go!
To our brother we take out soul!
I long to read a book and paper

and write real words on real paper,
before I am taken in a long, dark hearse
I want to write in beautiful verse.

listen brother to what I have to say:
I will leave you my poems and songs,
so they remind you of 
that Gypsy girl, 
unhappy and poor,
who emptied out
everything that was in her head.
I give it all to you, my whole life,
so that you know, so that you remember
that Gypsy girl
who grew up in a Gypsy cradle
and wrote about everything.

1950 

„Papusza”

„Lesie ojcze mój”
(Forest, my Father)
by Papusza
Published by Nisza, 2013



Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz has been composing for nigh on fiy years. e eminent composer of songs
and compositions for stage and film has once again triumphed in his work on the new “Papusza” film,
dedicated to the great Roma poet.
He has written a remarkable score for directors Krzysztof and Joanna Krauze. At the time of writing, I
have not yet seen the film but once it hits the screen I will run to the cinema with a great sense of fasci-
nation and desire to see it thanks to its remarkable score.
Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz has once again demonstrated his phenomenal quality and gives us so much
pleasure in allowing us to interact with his music, music which we so need and crave for during the
cold, dark autumn and winter months. 
It is hard to believe that the score was not written by a Roma Gypsy, but by a proud highlander from
Nowy Targ.
Everything we love about Gypsy music is here: tender violins, lively accordions, heavenly harps and an
unsettling combination of sadness and love of life. 
e arrangement, the recording and the production is genius. 
His music gives us strength and helps us believe that one day things will be better.
I put the album on repeat. listening to it once again, I thought that there is no better way to build
bridges, no better way to offer a helping hand and bring together what was lost between our two
nations than through the medium of music. 
Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz’s score is a great gi to us all.

Magda Umer, 5 October 2013

Magda Umer is a Polish singer and performer of sung poetry, journalist, author, film director, screenwriter, actress, and author of re-
citals.
Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz is a Polish composer and musician, known for his compositions for stage and film. He studied music and
architecture at the Polytechnic University in Kraków. He arranged and composed for stage productions at the Stary Teatr and Theater
Scena STU in Kraków, the National Theatre and the Teatr Powszechny in Warsaw. He is also known for his compositions for short and
feature films by directors such as Krzysztof Kie?lowski, Feliks Falk, Agnieszka Holland and Márta Mészáros.

„Papusza”
Sounds 

of Reconciliation
Magda Umer specially for 
“Dialog-Pheniben”, talks about the music
to the film “Papusza”
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talents of Wajs’s wife, Papusza. However, the best laid plans of mice and men
oen go awry... e Roma elders believed his book to be an act of betrayal. ey
thought that through his descriptions of Gypsy “taboo-behaviour, oath-taking
and fortune-telling”, Ficowski had given the authorities the necessary ammunition
to implement a policy of forced Gypsy settlement and employment and their
“integration with society”. e case of Jan yoors would not be repeated. yoors
le home as a 12-year-old boy, lived and travelled with a Gypsy camp for ten
years and made it his new home. Many years later he wrote “e Gypsies”, a
unique book of testimonies, discussing their beliefs, their nomadic life; a book
about people who “expect nothing from a world which is not their world” but at
the same time a people who believe that they have every right to exploit this
non-Gypsy world, that they can take everything that “rummages, pecks and
clucks” because God created it.

In “Papusza”, the slow rhythm of the black-and-white, daguerreotype photo-
graphy of Krzysztof Ptak and Wojciech Staroń gives us the impression that we
are looking at the world through the eyes of these nomadic travellers. It seems
like we have penetrated Papusza’s world but in fact we are only looking at it
from behind a window. at is the paradoxical nature of the film. It is able to
combine two contradictory directions: Papusza’s revival of Gypsy memory and
the 20th century history of Poland’s Gypsies as opposed to the alienation of the
Gypsies and their absence in history. For them, history exists only as legend (as
demonstrated by Wajs’s story of how he played harp for lenin and Józef Piłsudski,
Poland’s legendary leader) or creeps up on them unawares like the outbreak of
war in 1939 of which they knew nothing. ere was a short period of peace and
quiet aer WWII but the communist militia began to harass them aer 1950 as
part of a policy of “integration”. e last traditional camps vanished in the 1960s.
One of the best film documentaries describing the end of this era is Władysław’s
Ślesicki’s “Opadły liście z drzew” (e leaves have fallen from the trees). It is an
elemental portrait of a rootless community beyond time, a community akin to a

Photographs 
from the film “Papusza”.
Photographs by Krzysztof Ptak, Wojciech
Staroń/NEXT FILM Distribution
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Discussing “Papusza”, directed by Joanna 
and Krzysztof Krauze

G e film is about the end of an era in Gypsy culture 
G But above all else it is about a meeting of two people,
Papusza and a poet from Warsaw, and how each emerge
from their own culture, transgress borders and expand 
the idea of the motherland

Tadeusz Sobolewski

e camera looks on from afar.  We see a wide-angle shot of Gypsy wagons moving along
the edge of a forest, under a cloud-covered sky. e desolate landscape stretches out
beyond the horizon. e world stands open before them. ey walk on slowly beside
their caravans, holding the reins of their horses. ey are submerged in timelessness, wal-
king out of nowhere into anywhere. 
e reporter Monika Bułaj writes: “Gypsies renounce remembering, they deny the existence
of time”. In their language, “there are no words differentiating yesterday from today”.
is attitude has excluded them from history and deprived them of memory. is attitude
has meant that for many years they “forgot” about the Roma Holocaust perpetrated by
the Nazis. 
ey did not remember about themselves.

A revival of Gypsy memory was supposed to be Jerzy Ficowski’s “e Gypsies of Poland”
(1953) which was the result of his many-month stay in a Gypsy camp, his becoming ac-
quainted with the family of the harpist Dionizy Wajs and his discovery of the poetic

„Papusza”
“This Stupid,

Clever Nation”
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for stealing chickens, straight to a concert in her honour, where her poetry will be sung
with a government minister in attendance! She is pictured in the limousine sitting in a
daze. Papusza falls into depression aer the publication of Jerzy Ficowski’s book. It made
her not only the most famous folk poet in the country but also “unclean” in the eyes of
her fellow Roma. Papusza keeps repeating that she didn’t write any poems and that she
doesn’t want to go to the concert. ey ask her husband, the bearded harpist Dionizy
Wajs, to come and help. He threateningly waves his sticks at her, the same stick with
which he measured up to her but also defended her against their own people. Papusza
walks in, listens to the concert. An orchestra, choir and soloist play for her. e music hits
loy heights. But there is a feeling of (intended?) disparity and dissonance in the collision
of Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz’s monumental symphonic lyricism and Papusza’s woodland
songs which Papusza herself called “childlike rhymes”. ere is a sense that the makers of
the film charge their heroine with the great burden of representing the fate of the Gypsies
rather than allowing her to be herself, Bronisława Wajs.

Papusza is portrayed as a tragic character in the film, even though Angelika Kuźniak’s
book and Magdalena Machowska’s “Bronisława Wajs. Między legendą a biografią” (Between
legend and biography) show a Papusza who is constantly surprising us. Papusza is an wo-
unded poet who is afraid to write: “She sits in front of us, extremely sad and tragically
silent. yes, she was sick. Why did they beat her up? Was she beaten up at all? We don’t
know. Her loving husband looks aer her. When she fell sick, he sold his harp...” One time
Papusza tells us: “I was from the camp, now I’m from nowhere...” During an interview in
the 1960s she says, “I will never forget my camp! And please don’t say that I’m crying for
what has disappeared and I’m not happy. I’m very happy”. at was all true. She tells
another reporter: “From time to time I go and tell fortunes. I went today. I brought back a
few eggs. I walked around Gorzów and I go to see people I know. And they really like me,
respect me. Now and again they say, ‘tell our fortune’. When I need a few pennies, I go...”
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primitive tribe, like a large family, camping among different civilisations. e film depicts
a lively summer day: buying and selling, fortune-telling, a horse market, stealing a chicken
and then cooking it in the park right next to a sign that says “no fires in the park” (which
the Gypsies probably could read anyway), followed by a night-time party by the fire. e
morning opens with a squabble with the militia, the shouts of Gypsy women and a quick
exit. e end of the day marks the end of the Gypsy summer and perhaps the end of their
travelling. Ślesicki’s film lacked any form of narration and the film simply documented a
travelling Gypsy camp. e children in the Roma wagons watch people working in the
fields. e last wagon in this colourful Gypsy caravan drags along more slowly than the
rest. One wheel is missing and the rain soaks the children sitting in it. e Gypsy fairytale
comes to an end here: no one will help them, there is no togetherness, just as it was
towards the end of the life of a sick Papusza.

Krzysztof and Joanna Krauze’s film concerns the question of Gypsy and Gadjo integration.
e spectre of racism looms large on both sides. Is it possible to build bridges between the
two cultures? Perhaps it is inevitable in this world of settled post-Gypsy Roma? Jacek Mi-
lewski, who was a consultant on “Papusza” and who set up a school for Roma children,
touches upon this in his book “Dym się rozwiewa” (e smoke is blowing away).
In “Papusza” there is a collision of two diametrically opposite cultures: mass culture
which seeks to forcibly erase all differences, and a closed culture which seeks to close itself
off from outside influences. e film shows how it is impossible to enter one of these cul-
tures unpunished and how it is impossible to escape this culture without any consequences.
ere is a moment in the film which illustrates the cultural homelessness of Papusza. She
does not wholly belong to the Roma world, however, the domain in which she publishes
her poetry is a far-off, distant world for her. Of course, we do not know if that was actually
the case. Perhaps not. ese are just the inklings of the makers of the film, a condensing
of facts, if you will. Papusza is seen being driven from prison, where she was incarcerated
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“Papusza” shows us the final days of an era in Gypsy culture (“e time of the Gypsy tra-
vellers passed long ago. But I see them!” wrote Papusza in 1970). However, it is above all
a story about two people: Papusza and a Warsaw poet, and how each emerge from their
own culture, transgress borders and expand the idea of the motherland. Does the film
concern multiculturalism which is so oen talked about with disdain as if it were some
kind of dream? But multiculturalism does exist and allows us, in a manner, to all become
Gypsies. Does it allow us to pass each other and exchange memories? Does it give us a
sense of belonging to the whole human community? Is it not the case that being a nomad
has become a characteristic of our own culture? e Gadjo poet Ficowski ran away from
the communist security services to the safety of a Gypsy camp. anks to him, the natu-
ral-born Gypsy poet Papusza decided to reach out with her poetry beyond her primitive,
magical, patriarchal world which defended its secrets with curses, bans and taboos. Papusza
crossed this boundary twice. e first time she gave permission for her poetry to be pub-
lished in Polish. e second time, aer the publication of Ficowski’s “e Gypsies of Po-
land”, she was deemed “unclean” and had a nervous breakdown and only then realised
that she was innocent and the intentions of her little Brother (as she called Ficowski)
were indeed pure. She explains to him in a letter: “I didn’t betray my Gypsy nation. Eve-
ryone knows that they stole chickens and told fortunes and everyone knows how they
lived and why they travelled around the world. at stupid, clever nation said that Papusza
was a ‘džjuklî’ (bitch). Maybe the world will understand one day that I did nothing
wrong...”
Towards the end of her life she forgave her little Brother: “I have suffered so much at the
hands of foolish Gypsies. And today they no longer hate me. Please, don’t worry about it
anymore, it has all gone now”.

Tadeusz Sobolewski
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(Cinema in its own Words)
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compared to “Mój Nikifor”. Both films describe the story of an artist trying to
help another, less-privileged, one. In the first, Marian Włosiński takes care of
the lemko painter Epifaniusz Drowniak, a.k.a. Nikifor. In the second film,
Jerzy Ficowski (with the support of none other than poet Julian Tuwim) help
Bronisława Wajs, alias Papusza. e main difference between the two films is
that the second adds context to the fortunes of the heroine, shows her in a
wider perspective and illustrates a small slice of the history of Polish Roma.

Being mentioned is Honourable?
Many were disappointed that the jury, headed by Polish film maker Agnieszka
Holland, gave “Papusza” nothing more than an honourable mention. But let
us not get carried away and be saddened. An honourable mention is still, for
all intents and purposes, honourable. e Hungarian master János Szász won
the competition with his powerful “e Notebook” which is a coming-of-age
tale about twins who enter adulthood during WWII. In my opinion, the verdict
of the jury was not on the mark. “Papusza” was by far the best film in the com-
petition thanks to its artistic qualities: the mind-blowing photography of
Krzysztof Ptak and Wojciech Staroń; the exquisite music of Jan Kanty Pawlu-
śkiewicz (including the symphonic lyricism of “Papusza’s Harp”, which was
first heard in 1994) and the breathtaking acting of Jowita Budnik (as Papusza)
and the “two men in her life”, Zbigniew Waleryś (as Dionizy Wajs) and Antoni
Pawlicki (as Jerzy Ficowski). e delightful scene featuring Andrzej Walden
as Polish poet Julian Tuwim is also worth a mention. Admittedly, the film re-
ceived a much warmer reception from the Polish audience in Karlovy Vary
than the foreign one. Perhaps Polish people are not objective. Or maybe they
are more aware of their own history. I’m always interested in what foreign ex-
perts have to say about Polish films because they have greater distance to the
work in question. I therefore decided to ask some foreign film specialists
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Pre-première in Karlovy Vary Film Festival

G It was by far the best film in the competition thanks to its
mind-blowing photography, exquisite music and
breathtaking acting

Maciej Gil

„Papusza”
Black 

and White Poetry

Joanna Kos-Krauze and Krzysztof Krauze’s long-awaited “Papusza” had
its world première on 1 July this year at the 48th Karlovy Vary Interna-
tional Film Festival. It took part in the main competition, which itself
was a success. To be entered into a Category A competition of one of
the world’s most important film festivals is an achievement. Of course,
Joanna Kos-Krauze and Krzysztof Krauze’s task was made easier by the

fact that they are both well-known and respected in Karlovy Vary as their 2005
film, the magical and moving “Mój Nikifor” with Krystyna Feldman playing
the lead (male!) role of the naivist painter, garnered much acclaim and the
main award, the Crystal Globe as well as awards for best director and the lead
female role. eir international film career began with that masterpiece and
ever since they have been invited to film festivals around the globe and caught
the eye of the world’s film distributors. Testament to this fact is the Japanese
“Mój Nikofor” poster I have at home.
ere is a wonderful tradition that award winners are invited back to film fes-
tivals to take part in subsequent competitions. And so two years later, Krauze
and Krauze returned to Karlovy Vary with “Plac Zbawiciela”, however the film
and directors came away empty-handed. is year, the directors returned to
the Czech Republic with “Papusza”. In a very general way, “Papusza” could be

Photographs 
from the film “Papusza”.
Photographs by Krzysztof Ptak, 
Wojciech Staroń/NEXT FILM Distribution
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and beautifully-composed sets. is creates a distance between film and au-
dience which is perhaps a reflection of the distance between Roma and Gadjo. 

Why Empty Seats?
I have for several years always tried to make the journey to Karlovy Vary. I
like the informal atmosphere, the rich programme and, above all else, the fact
that the festival is for genuine film lovers, despite its oen stellar aura. I like to
watch the main competition premières in the ceremonial grand theatre which
has nigh on 1,200 seats. Before each screening the crew and actors introduce
the movie. “Papusza” was introduced by director Kos-Krauze, actors Budnik,
Waleryś and Pawlicki and producer lambros Ziotas. We found ourselves in
one of the world’s most important shrines to cinema, in a theatre which is al-
ways filled to the brim with adoring film lovers, but as I looked round I saw
empty seats. Was I surprised? At first, very much so but then I realised that
the majority of the audience is from the Czech Republic where Roma issues,
to put it mildly,  are not particularly relished. But that’s a topic for another
occasion. e catastrophically poor turnout in Czech cinemas for Martin
Šulík’s beautifully subtle “Gypsy” was confirmation of this problem. I shared
my observation with a fellow film critic who replied, “I was speaking to a
Czech director only today about his new film which contains a very important
and bold gay subplot. I asked him about the reactions of the Czech audience.
He said that the Czechs are very open and tolerant with regards to all sexual
and ethnic minorities with one exception: their negative attitude to Roma”.
e cultural, perhaps social, peculiarities of the Czechs means that the preju-
diced audience, rather than cinema itself, is the one losing out here.
e last three months of 2013 will belong to Papusza. At least I sincerely hope
so. e film will hit the screens on 15 November. It has already won awards
for its music and leading man (Waleryś) in the main section of the 38th Gdynia
Film Festival, Poland’s premier movie event. e producer has announced
that the film will be widely distributed together with an intensive marketing
campaign with various  events, and promotional and educational materials.
Czarne Publishers has recently published Angelika Kuźniak’s biography of
Papusza, which has garnered acclaim and positive reviews in all the Polish
media. Re-editions of Jerzy Ficowski’s classics “Gypsies on the Roads of Poland”,
“Demony cudzego strachu” (Demons of Foreign Dread) and “Pod berłem króla
pikowego” (Under the Sceptre of the King of Spades) are in preparation by
Nisza Publishers. I am also eagerly anticipating “Papusza’s Harp” by Jan Kanty
Pawluśkiewicz. Furthermore, I cannot imagine there not being a re-edition of
the poems of Papusza. She deserves it. But also, 2013 is the year of Julian
Tuwim and what a great occasion to read Tuwim, Ficowski and Papusza, one
of Poland’s greatest poets. What’s more, I heartily recommend you go and see
the film “Papusza”.

Maciej Gil, Kraków, 23 October 2013
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during the Karlovy Vary festival what they thought of “Papusza”. Most of
them said the film’s photography and music are breathtaking, however, the
complicated back stories of each of the main characters were confusing. ey
also found the film to be rather suited to a narrow audience not necessarily
because it touches upon the subject of Roma but because the film deals with a
community deeply rooted in the complexities of 20th century Polish history.
“ScreenDaily” reviewer Dan Fainaru drew attention to this fact and highlighted
the remarkable authenticity of the story and its visual qualities, however, he
also said that the range of periods covered and the toing-and-froing between
different times made it easy to get lost. e eminent British expert on Central-
European cinema Professor Peter Hames praised the film in general but noted
that it is ‘academic’ at times. Czech film historian Dr Jaromír Blažejovský was
of the same opinion. If we understand being ‘academic’ as a conventional cor-
rectness of form and a rejection of spontaneous expression then I would have
to agree. “Papusza” is a beautifully and carefully-honed film. It is perhaps the
only film about Roma which lacks that stereotypical rampant energy that
seems to be portrayed whenever Roma are shown on the silver screen.
What did Polish film critics in Karlovy Vary think about the film?
“Stopklatka.pl” critic Michał Hernes wrote: “’Papusza’ is a model biopic and
despite certain simplifications has been made with an incredible attention to
detail, especially regarding the Romani language. I cannot imagine the story
of Papusza being told in English or Polish. e actors and film makers have
gone to great lengths to make the film as linguistically authentic as possible. It
is highly likely that Joanna Kos-Krauze and Krzysztof Krauze’s film will change
many people’s attitudes to Roma and their culture”. “Rzeczpospolita’s” Barbara
Hollender rightly noticed that “we have been waiting for this film for years. I
found it hard to pull myself together aer the screening. ‘Papusza’ is an extra-
ordinary work of art which forces itself right into your subconscious, completely
and utterly... It is intelligent, it is filled with poetry, has a sense of freedom
about it and is decidedly more interesting than other films that purport to
deal with Roma issues, like the films of Kusturica or Gatlif. It is on a completely
different level to the other films I have seen here in Karlovy Vary”. I whole-
heartedly concur.

Why Black and White?
e film’s monochromatic beauty has been highlighted by practically all film
critics and audiences. e above-quoted Dan Fainaru claims that the movie is
simply the most dazzling black-and-white picture in recent years in the whole
of world cinema. It takes a great deal of courage to make a film about the
Roma world in black and white, and this has probably never happened before
since the invention of colour film. e directors explained that their artistic
choice was an attempt to refer back to the style of the 1950s and 1960s, and of
course the interwar period in which the majority of the film takes place (al-
though the panoramic shots contradict this). But there was a more down-to-
earth reason. It is far easier to hide computer-aided imagery when using black-
and-white film. “Papusza” could not have been made without the aid of
computers and the use of superimposed old images and postcards at the post-
production stage for the simple reason that the world it was attempting to
show does not exist anymore. What is interesting is the fact that there are no
close-up shots in “Papusza”. e whole story is filmed using wide-angle shot
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Lausanne
G For the past twenty years, groups of Roma from Eastern Europe
have been moving and journeying around the whole European
continent 
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From 2008 the Schengen Agreement makes it possible for citizens of the European Union
to travel to Switzerland and stay there for a period of three months without a visa. Economic
migration has now become a Swiss problem also.
Switzerland has begun to attract Roma with its high quality of life, good labour market and

wages which are sometimes twenty times higher than what they would earn in their own country.
Romanian Roma have taken a liking to two Swiss cities: Geneva and lausanne due to the fact that both cities
use French, a language related to Romanian, and because of their lenient implementation of immigration
law, unlike the stricter German-speaking cantons. 
After arriving in Switzerland, the Roma, who are often illiterate and do not speak French, are not able to find
work, even illegally. The Swiss labour market does have jobs available but they usually require a high number
of qualifications. The discrepancy between the capabilities and skills of the Roma and the requirements of
the Swiss labour market are disheartening and put them off. The one way any money can be made to survive
is by begging, which is against the law in both Geneva and lausanne. However, the Roma are forced to take
this risk.
Despite their size, the small groups of Roma who concentrate in the city centre, draw attention to themselves.
The natives are increasingly unfriendly and treat the Roma like conmen or slackers. Shop owners are
particularly hostile as they believe the Roma are scaring away customers. Increasingly more people call for
the city to stop the wave of begging immigrants.
Depending on their financial and family situation the majority of Roma shuttle between Romania and
Switzerland by car or by bus every two to three months. Every mishap or accident, sickness or death, car
problem or deportation throws families into turmoil or forces them into poverty.
Due to the fact that Switzerland is rather a small country and relatively easy to police, there is no way Roma
can camp wild as happens in other European countries. The majority of Roma sleep rough in Swiss parks or
under bridges, sometimes they occupy temporary squats but that costs 4 euro a night which is a significant
outlay for most Roma families.
The behaviour of the lausanne police force is bizarrely inconsistent. On the one hand, officers turn a blind
eye to some of the begging that goes on but on the other hand they do not let people sleep rough in the parks
or in their cars. So for the past few months, the lausanne police force and groups or Roma have been engaged
in a drawn-out game of hide-and-seek.
The city authorities make it
difficult for the homeless to
satisfy their basic biological
needs: public toilets are locked,
the water in fountains is turned
off and public spaces are fenced
off. 
Roma continually have problems
with the law. They are often
arrested on the Swiss border for
sleeping rough on public roads
or not paying previous fines
which can total 5,000 to 10,000
Swiss francs. This means that
many Roma do not return to
lausanne but decide to go to
Stockholm, for example.
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Florin i Rita
They have four children which they leave in
Romania with Florin’s aunt. They shuttle
back and forth from Switzerland to Romania
by minibus on a regular basis. They travel
with other members of the family, return for
the new year and then travel back at the end
of January. They then return for Easter and
travel back once again for part of the
summer. They spend the holidays at home
with their children. Each return trip costs
200 euro.
Florin is 35, Rita is 33. They live in a small
house without any of the comforts in a small
village in central Romania. They heat the
house either by burning wood or with gas
depending on how much money they have.
They have no running water. Their children
go to the school in the village. They arrived
in lausanne in 2010. Florin goes begging
everyday in the same place outside the main
post office with a Slovakian Roma friend
who plays the accordion. They take turns
begging because local byelaws do not permit
street musicians to play in the same spot for
more than two hours. 
Rita begs in the city centre near the local
McDonald’s together with two Roma friends
who come from near her town back home.
Roma love to eat pork and prefer to prepare
their own meals on a fire in the car park in
the company of other Roma rather than get
hand-outs and eat free soup, which contains
no meat at all. They spend over half their
daily wages, around 20 Swiss francs, on food
alone.
During their stay in lausanne they usually
sleep under the stars, usually in a larger
group with fellow Roma from their
hometown for safety. They only go to the
shelter, which costs 4 euro a night, when
there is a frost but even then they prefer to
sleep outside to save money.
They always sleep in a different place unless
they find a squat and get permission to live
there for a few months before the building 
is demolished.
Florin and Rita call their children in
Romania almost every evening.
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Cici i Stella
Cici is 46, Stella is 47. They have
five children and two
grandchildren. like so many
Roma, Cici has heart problems
and ran up a large debt when he
had an operation. He owes his
doctor a great deal of money,
something which is
commonplace in Romania. 
Cici regularly travels to
lausanne with his older
daughter and older son. 
Stella stays in Romania to look
after the other three children
and two grandchildren. Cici is
ashamed of begging and prefers
to organise puppet shows for
children. In little time he
becomes a children’s hit in the
centre of lausanne. However, to
carry on he has to obtain a street
artist permit which costs 7 Swiss
francs a day. His puppet show is
about an old Romanian
tradition where Roma bid
farewell to the old year by
getting dressed as goats, 
or ‘capra’, and go from village to
village playing instruments and
collecting food and money. 
The ‘capra’ puppets are made of
wood and have clacking mouths
to attract the attention of
passers-by.
Unfortunately, the city
authorities ban Cici’s puppet
shows because the owners of the
nearby shops complain about
the noise of the clacking
puppets!
Cici has had to swallow his
pride and has begun to beg for 
a living, like the majority of
Roma in lausanne.
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Eva
After arriving in lausanne in 2010, Eva (14 years old) and her family (father Sorin, 37; mother
Minerva, 32; grandmother Jova, 61) spent 18 months living in a car park. Her grandmother, 
who was diagnosed with cancer in a lausanne hospital, was the family’s chief breadwinner.
In October 2010, Eva and her mother return to Romania with Jova who wants to die at home. 
They go back to put their old house in order which they left two years ago. They return to a stack 
of electricity bills and unpaid debts which have been mounting over the past two years. Eva’s father,
who remains in lausanne, sends money back to his family but it is not enough to pay off the debt
they have in the local shop forcing the women to do their shopping 10 kilometres away. At the
beginning of 2012 Eva leaves for the south of France, to Aix-en-Provence, to marry a 17-year-old
Roma. The young Ciobanu comes from a family they know from a nearby village in Romania.
Eva returns to Romania in the summer. She is pregnant. In October 2012 she gives birth to her first
child in a hospital in Blaj, a small town in central Romania 10 kilometres from her hometown. 
She names her son Sorin after her father. Due to the fact that her husband’s parents live in Aix-en-
Provence, Ciobanu moves in with Eva’s family in Romania. They live in a two-room house with nine
people in all: grandmother, two younger brothers, mother and a sister with two children who was
deported from a camp in Annecy in France. Eva’s father, who leaves lausanne, now lives in Austria.
He makes money begging in Graz and sends money back to the family so they can get through 
the winter.
It is summer and after visiting his family Sorin is forced to find other ways of making money in
order to support the family. He borrows a minibus from a cousin and heads out on the road again.
Romania is no place for a Roma to make a living. He decides to go to Paris where he finds a camp of
Roma friends who come from near his hometown. The whole family joins him in Aubervilliers near
Paris in July. Sorin collects and sells scrap metasl. The family, including their sick grandmother, earn
a living begging. Ciobanu leaves Eva to join up with his family who now live in Munich in Germany.
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Basil i Crina
They are both twenty and are frequent visitors to lausanne.
Crina goes begging next to supermarkets or the station 
and Basil troubles passers-by and travellers also at the station,
which is of course illegal. They leave their son in Romania
either with Crina’s mother or Basil’s mother depending on
who is in Romania at the time and who is begging in
lausanne. 
Basil and Crina are just like the majority of Roma in lausanne
who try to find somewhere to sleep at night in allotment huts,
abandoned greenhouses or unused public toilets.
Crina makes friends easily with the passers-by, especially
women, who bring her clothes and money. Basil goes
dumpster diving. He buys mobile phones for next to nothing
and then exchanges them or sells them to other Roma who
then sell them on for a profit when they go back to Romania. 
Basil’s dream is to save up enough money to buy a car. 
He would then be able to return to Romania and sell it for
twice what he bought it for and live in peace for a short time. 
There is only one problem. Basil is illiterate and has no driver’s
licence.
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